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Concert Organ to be 
) Dedicated March 1 
A concert pipe organ, the first 
for the Ithaca College School of 
Music during its 75 year history, 
will be dedicated Mar. 1 in the 
college's Walter Ford Hall. 
The material used in construc-
tion of its pipes makes the organ 
unique, points out Eldridge. He 
explains that the Ithaca College 
organ, which operates by electro-
pneumatic action, is probably the 
only concert organ in the country 
not utilizing zinc pipes. 
IC Hosts 
Second 
Invitational 
Tournament 
Margaret W ebsterComes 
To Ithaca College 
"This new organ will represent 
a major :contribution to the ex-
pansion of opportunities for stu-
dents of organ and sacred music," 
says Craig McHenry, dean of the 
School of Music. "Additionally, it 
I will represent a rich resource for 
the entire community." 
To acquaint students and the 
general public with this beautiful 
new concert and teaching· instru-
ment, three concerts will be pre-
sented by nationally acclaimed 
organists. Robert Noehren will 
perform Mar. 1, Bernard Legace 
on Mar. 29 and Catharine Crozier 
on Apr. 19. No admission will be 
charged for the three concerts. 
Only 105 of its 4,318 pipes are 
wooden, approximately one-third 
the normal amount for a similar 
sized instrument. The remaining 
pipes are tin and copper, import-
ed from Germany. 
An initial single gift of $149,-
000 made the dream of a concert 
pipe organ for Ithaca College be-
~ come a reality. Extensive alter-
ations had to be made in the back 
area of the Ford Auditorium stage 
to accommodate the instrument. 
These additional costs, bringing 
the total cost for the project to 
$176,000, have been met by gifts 
from alumni, parents and Friends 
of Ithaca College. 
The organ was "co.designed, in 
North German baroque style, by 
Herman L. Schlicker of Buffalo 
and Frank Eldridge, professor of 
l\!usic at Ithaca College. Schlick-
er's firm, the Schlicker Organ 
1 Company, has spent two years in 
building the organ. . 
The instrument, which the two 
men designed consists of four di-
visions, 80 ranks and 60 stops. 
The org1µ1's location in Walter 
Ford Hall is at the north end of 
the 750..seat auditorium, covering 
the entire- wall behind the stage. 
Sliding panels conceal the organ 
when not in use, and its three-
manual ebony console can be 
moved to a concealed area off-
stage. 
Eldridge describes the organ's 
tone -as "grand and full, rather 
than loud and forceful," thus 
suiting the auditorium in which 
it was designed to be played. 
The addition of the new concert 
organ brings the total number 
organs at Ithaca College to ten. 
The other nine include six Conn 
electronic organs - four student 
practice instruments equipped 
with earphones and two classic 
model as well as three practice 
pipe organs. 
Two of the latter were built by 
the Schlicker Organ Co., and the 
third by A. Richard Strauss. 
Strauss, organist at St. John's 
Episcopal Church in Ithaca, is a 
graduate of I.C.'s School of Music 
and has also taught at the college. 
Magidoff to Discuss 
Life in the Soviet.Union 
"How life in the Soviet Union 
has changed,'' says Nila Magidoff, 
heroine of the ·b e s t - s e 11 er, 
"NILA," who will appear here on 
Thursday, February 28, 1968 un-
der the auspices of the Egbert 
Union Board in the Union Recre-
ation Room. Nila is recently back 
from revisiting her native land 
for the second time since 1948. 
Nila is the wife of the former 
N.B.C. correspondent, Robert Mag-
idoff, to whose broadcasts from 
Moscow all America clung dur-
ing the war years. She came to 
Nila Magldoff 
Last Friday marked the open-
ing of the Second Annual Finger 
Lakes Individual Events Forensic 
Tournament, sponsored by Ithaca 
College. A total of eight colleges 
from the Northeastern States 
competed for top honors. Every 
school qualified for an award in 
at least one category. The only 
exception was Ithaca College, 
who, as the host school, did not 
include itself in the competition 
for awards. 
Contestants represented were: 
The University of Rochester, 
Brockport, Mansfield, Elmira, 
Geneseo, Middlebury, New York 
University (Universi~y H e i g h t s 
Campus) and I_thaca College. The 
Grand Prize was won by Middle-
bury College. 
It should be noted that had 
Ithaca College included itself in 
the running for trophies several 
of its students would have quali-
fied for honors. After the final 
tabulation: in Interpretive Read-
ing, Miss Betty Lesser finished 
first, Kevin Connors second; in 
Radio Broadcasting, Doug French 
took first place; and in Im-
promptu S p e a k i n g, Clayton 
Spivey finished second. 
Awards were presented by 
Mrs. Nancy _Wolfe at a banquet 
held at the Cayuga Inn on Satur-
day afternoon. Seated on the dias 
were Mr. Robert Davies, Provost 
of the college, who extended con-
gratulations on the behalf of 
Ithaca College, Dean of Students 
John R. Brown and his wife, Mr. 
Wolfe, who served as a judge in 
the competition, Mrs. Wolfe, Mr. 
Constantine A. Perialas who is an 
Assistant Professor of Speech and 
who was in charge of tabulation, 
Mr. Alan Robb who also served 
as a judge and the Misses Rita 
Hoffman and Cheri Dinkins, Pres-
ident of the Forensic Association 
of Ithaca College and Chairman 
of the tournament respectively. 
• America alone at the outbreak of 
war, did a magnificent job speak. 
ing at War Bond rallies from 
Madison Square Garden to the 
Rose Bowl, and is now one of our 
most enthusiastic and patriotic 
citizens. 
The amazing_ thing about ·Nila 
is not that she is Russian-born or 
that she survived a life of ex: 
tremc poverty, hard work . and 
exile to Siberia; but that she 
enjoyed it, may even thrived on 
it! Her energy, vivacity, and 
above all her irressible sense of 
humor could not be suppressed 
by the iron-handed Soviets. 
During her years in Russia, she 
led many lives. After her school-
ing she went to Moscow where 
she designed clothes, worked in 
factories, explored the wilds of 
Central Asia, travelled around 
Europe as a Merchant Marine 
Sailor Third Class, became an 
author and a noted Moscow news-
paper woman. 
U.S. citizen, she rejoined her war 
correspondent husband in Mos-
cow and left with him in 1948 
when he was expelled on trumped 
up charges of spying on behalf 
of the U.S.A. 
Nila revisited Russia in 1958 
and again in 1967 to compare the 
living conditions there now, with 
what they were before. On her 
first trip, she travelled with her 
friend and biographer, Willie 
Snow Ethridge; her past trip was 
"solo." Mrs. Ethridge's book on 
their experiences from their trip 
together is entitled "Russian 
Duet." 
Nila met her future husband on 
a Moscow skating rink. Two years 
later, in 1937, they were married. 
In 1941, she received the long 
awaited permission to leave the 
U.S.S.R. and arrived in America 
a week before Pearl Harbor. 
After the hostilities, already a 
The title of Nita's talk is "My 
Discovery of America." 
Grand Lady to Appear Tonight 
The very prominent actress, di-
rector and author, Margaret Web-
ster, arrived at Ithaca College 
last Tuesday for a week of lec-
tures, receptions and discussions, 
to be culminated by a perform-
ance of Shakepearean readings 
tonight at 8:15. The title of the 
performance is "His Infinite 
Variety", which is to be followed 
by a reception open to the public. 
Miss Webster is the author of 
"Shakepeare Without Tears" and 
is c6nsidered to be one of the 
world's leading authorities on the 
Bard. On Wednesday she attended 
Dr. Harcourt's Shakespeare class 
and conducted an open discus-
sion. Later in the evening she 
attended a reception held in her 
honor by Theta Alpha Phi, the 
honorary drama fraternity. 
Thursday morning Miss Web-
ster was interviewed over WHCU 
radio on the Barbara Hall Show 
at 10 a.m. In the evening she at-
tended a reception in the Ter-
race dining hall. 
Actress, author and director, Margaret Webster 
Miss Webster's first contact 
with Ithaca College came as a 
result of her patronage of the 
Vineyard Players. The Players 
are an Ithaca College sponsored 
summer theater troupe staffed 
entirely by students of the col-
lege and directed by J. Fred Pritt 
of the Drama Department faculty. 
Mr. Pritt and Colonel Richard H. 
Comstock, Special Assistant to 
the President, have been instru-
mental in the effort to make Miss 
Webster's stay as pleasant as pos-
sible. 
PT Students to Train at 
Tompkins County Hospital 
by Richard Fuller 
Ithaca College, in co-ordination 
with Tompkins County Hospital, 
has announced the formation of 
a program designed to prepare 
undergraduates of the Depart-
ment of Physical Therapy for the 
problems they may run into dur-
ing their senior year's training in 
New York City. The program, 
which resulted from a number of 
complaints by seniors that they 
were not prepared for the intri-
cacies of big city hospitals, in-
cludes familiarization with hospi-
tal procedure, studies in patient-
therapist relations, and limited as-
sistance in the treatment room. 
It is hoped that foreknowledge in 
these areas will alleviate much of 
the shock a senior P. T. major ex-
periences when he begins his 
studies in New York. 
Mr. Robert Grant, Director of 
Clinical Orientation and origina-
tor of the program, outlined if 
this way; "During their fresh-
man year students in the depart-
ment will take a field trip, in 
groups of 30, to the Tompkins 
County Hospital. There the chief 
medical officer of the Department 
of Rehabilitation will introduce 
them to the hospital's therapy 
staff, and the students will ob-
serve actual treatment procedure. 
At the end of the day a period 
for questions and answers will be 
held." 
In their sophomore year stu-
dents will take two more trips 
to the hospital where they will 
meet with a complete rehabilita-
tion team consisting of an M.D., 
psychologist, physical therapist, 
speech therapist, occupational 
therapist, and a social worker. 
Each member of the team will ex-
plain his part in a sample case. 
In addition to this, the sopho· 
mores will be required to have a 
minimum of 7 hours in role play-
ing experience. Here, under 
supervision, the students take on 
the roles of patient and therapist 
and try to develop a certain 
amount of experience in achiev-
ing "patient rapport." Mr. G;rant 
said that experiments with this 
method of teaching have been 
very successful and have proved 
to be a "real learning experi-
ence." 
In their junior year students 
will be allowed to go into the 
Tompkins County Hospital treat-
ment rooms to assist in actual 
treatment of patients. Juniors 
will go 3 times a week for an 
hour and a half to make clinical 
observations and assist the hospi-
tal therapists. It is hoped that 
this three year program will not 
only prepare the students for 
New York, but will also serve as 
a more practical form of educa-
tion in this important and grow 
ing field. 
!Pass - !Fa.ill 
Optio611 7J"o 
!Be Offell'edl 
A new "Pass-or-Fail Option" 
will be offered at Ithaca College 
for the 1968 Fall semester. The 
option was passed by the Arts and 
Science faculty and the Educa-
tion Policies Committee recently. 
Juniors or seniors with a cumu-
lative point index of 2.5 or more 
will be able to take no more than 
two courses per semester under 
the option. The subjects must be 
Please turn to page 3 
Miss Webster's visit is not only 
one of the highlights of the 
Seventy-Fifth Anniversary but 
undoubtedly one of the highest 
honors in the seventy-one year 
history of Ithaca's Department 
of Drama. 
UC Gll'i1d <Ccwl1'ileDH 
fH!cove CDose 
Coop,ell'Qlfrnoll'il 
by Jean Stillitano 
"From the standpoint of Ithaca 
College, there can be no doubt 
that one of the most important 
factors in its recent growth and 
development has been the con-
tinued co-operation, support, and 
encouragement of Cornell Uni-
versity and many individual Cor-
nell faculty members." 
Such were the sentiments of 
I.C.'s Provost Robert M. Davies, 
when questioned about the aca-
demic relationship between I.C. 
and Cornell. Socially, I.C. and Cor-
nell have had no problems ming-
ling. In fact, when interviewed 
recently, President Howard Dil-
lingham asserted that "the social 
advantages for students is quite 
important. The concerts, lecture 
series, and big week-ends offer 
opportunities for both schools." 
Please turn to pago 3 
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Custodial Staff: Vital 
·But Unappreciated 
by Linda Garrett 
A very vital and often unap-
preciated part of Ithaca College 
is the maid and janitorial serv-
ice. This service, under the 
supervision of Mr. George Her-
.en, Director of College Prop-
erties, employs 103 people (as 
of January 1, 1968), who cover 
the Ithaca College campus twen-
ty-four hours a day. Of the 172 
people in Mr. Herrcn's depart-
ment, sixty per cent are on the 
custodial staff. 
For maintenance purposes the 
campus is divided into two areas. 
The housing area covers twenty-
six dorms, 3,075 beds, and 673,-
800 gross square feet. To cover 
this area the college employs 
fifty-eight maids and thirteen 
janitors. Mrs. Bertha Van Zile, 
assisted by Mrs. Laura Butler, 
supervises maintenance in dorms 
1-10, Quarry, and Valentine. 
These twelve dorms are serviced 
by 26.5 maids and five janitors, 
and cover a 1468 bed area. Dorms 
11-24, a 1707 bed area, serviced 
by 31.5 maids and eight janitors, 
are under the jurisdiction of Mr. 
Pete Vandevelt and Mr. Clayton 
Cranmer. The academic area, 
which includes the college build-
ings in town, covers sixteen 
structures, a total of 456,900 
gross square feet. Seven maids 
and twenty-five. janitors cover 
this area, supervised by Mr. Ted 
Dean, who is assisted by Mr. 
Charles Bates. 
Ithaca College's custodial per-
sonnel are paid on an hourly 
basis. The maids work five-eight-
hour days-a forty hour week-
and the janitors and janltresses 
work six-seven-hour days - a 
forty-two hour week. Wages and 
the work week at I.C. are com-
parable to those at Cornell. 
Fringe benefits for the staff are 
excellent; they are paid for va-
cations, holidays, sick leave (one 
day per month), and for time 
taken off due to a death in the 
,family': Downtime-the amount 
of time staff members are not 
at work-averaged only between 
two and eight per cent last year. 
In the past the turnover of 
janitors and maids was rela-
tively high each year. Due to bet-
ter working conditions and bene-
fits and to the instillment of 
personal pride iil the staff, the 
annual turnover was reduced to 
fifteen per cent for janitors and 
only five percent for maids last 
year. 
Newsom 
-Visits 
I&E 
Last Friday the I&E welcomed 
Dean Newsom as the faculty 
guest of the evening. At this in-
formal meeting students learned 
that Dean Newsom knew about 
things other than the duties of 
the Assistant Dean of Arts & Sci-
ences. He answered any academic 
questions which the students had 
asked about and then the conver-
sation turned to a lively discus-
sion of archeology. This was the 
first of a series of meetings with 
various faculty members that the 
I&E is planning. 
The purpose of this series of 
meetings is to let students dis-
cover in an informal atmosphere 
that the faculty members are 
"human". The faculty members 
will be talking about their hob-
bies and interests. One or two 
may even give the lecture that he 
would give if he were told the 
world was going to end. 
There is now no excuse for the 
familiar complaint of students-
"There is no way for us to get to 
know the faculty." A large num-
ber of faculty members have al-
ready signed up to come to these 
informal meetings and more may 
sign up. 
If you have a complaint on the 
Miss Che~UD.g Valley 
Contest Begins 
A PRELIMINARY FOR 
MISS NEW YORK ST ATE 
The Miss Chemung Valley con-
test has now begun. This contest 
is a preliminary contest for the 
Miss New York State title and 
Miss America. All single girls 
between 18 and 28 are eligible. 
If you are not from New York 
State you still may enter and will 
represent this area. in the con-
test. 
Miss Sue Ramocki, Miss Che-
mung Valley 1968·and 4th runner 
up in Miss New York State ·finals 
will relinquish her title on March 
30 at Thomas A. Edison High 
School in Elmira Heights. Miss 
Ramocki received a $200 scholar-
ship, a $200 wardrobe, flowers, 
a trophy, and a crown for her 
title as Miss Chemung Valley. 
Interested -girls are asked to 
apply to Miss America, Bo:ii: H-37. 
South Hill Campus, before March 
1. These girls will be invited to a 
Pepsi Party on March 3 at Elmira 
Miss Sue Ramocki, Mi&a Che-
mung Valley 1968 · and 4th 
Runner-up in Miss_ New York 
State finals. 
College. At that time fifteen girls Elmira sponsor the contest and 
will be selected as finalists for proceeds also go to assisting 
the .contest. Then on March 30, needy students through college. 
Miss Chemung Valley will be Ithaca College coeds interested 
choosen. She will also receive an in competing for the title of Miss 
all expense paid trip· to the state America, 1969 are asked to con-
finals in Olean, N.Y. tact Joe Bogardus via the above 
The Optimists Club of Greater· address. 
Marine To 
Visit-IC 
Marine Captain Ege, Officer 
Selection Officer will visit the 
campus on February · 28-29, be-
tween the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 
2:00 p.m., to discuss the Marine 
Officer trai!}ing programs avail. 
able to college students and to 
interview those students inter. 
ested . 
Captain Ege points out that all 
Marine training in the undergrad-
uate programs (Platoon Leaders 
Class) is done during the summer 
witli no interference during the 
school year. Other features in-
clude possible · starting monthly 
pay up to $574.18 for ground of. 
ficers and $713.18 for pilots; 
selection of training either as a 
Marine pilot er a Marine ground 
officer, and the assurance of a 
commission with immediate as-
signment to active duty upon 
graduation. The Platoon Leaders 
Class (Ground) and Platoon Lead-
ers Class (Aviation) programs are 
available to freshman, sopho-
mores and juniors. 
Captain Ege also states that 
for the college senior the Marine 
Corps offers ·a commission upon 
successful completion of a ten 
week Officers Candidate Course. 
Again, the option of selecting 
ground or aviation training is 
provided. 
LEE'S GARAGE -
The primary concern of the 
Properties. Department is to cre-
ate a better atmosphere on cam-
pus, to improve the services of 
the maintenance department, to 
provide services on the basis of 
college needs and demands, and 
to do so economically. Mr. Her-
ren is presently conducting a 
_Time-Cost Comparison Study 
with twenty other educational 
institutions, as well as comparing 
Ithaca College with a Statistical 
Analysis Study from Cornell Uni-
versity. An outside consultant 
has recently completed a cost 
analysis of custodial services at 
I.C. for the Fall, 1967 term. 
Through analysis of these sur-
-veys and studies, Ithaca· College 
teaching policy of a professor- ___________________________ _ 
stop complaining-come to the 
l&E and ask him why this is his 
For further information see 
Captain Ege when he visits the 
campus, or write Officer Selection 
Officer, .O'Donnell Building, 321 
Erie Boulevard, West, Syracuse, 
New York 13202. 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign c:ars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Eledrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
AR 3-1821 Rear Entrance 
'' \' 
Despite 
,, l fiendish torture 
~ : dynamic BiC Duo 
l · writes first time, 
1 every time! 
'j mc's rugged pair of 
stick pens wins again in 
unending war against 
ball-point skip, clog and 
~mear. Despite horrible 
punishment by mad 
scientists, mc still writes 
first time, every time. 
And no wonder. mc's 
.. Dyamite" Ball is the 
hardest metal made, 
encased in a solid brass 
nose cone. Will not skip, 
clog or smear no matter 
what devilish abuse is 
devised for them by 
sadistic studenL,. Get 
the dynamic mc Duo at 
your campus store now. 
'-~11:l(ijj 
WATERMAN-SIC PEN CORP. 
MILFORD, CDIIN. 
BiC Medium Point 19C , 
hopes to provide the best main-
tenance services possible at the 
lowest cost to students. 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
Chinese-American Food 
114 W. State St. 
AR 2-7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
policy. 
The following faculty members 
are already scheduled: Dean 
Newsom-February 16; Gordon 
Eggleston-February 19; Benja-
min Richards-February 21; Rob-
ert Grant-February 23; Stewart 
Whitney-February 28; Edward 
deAguer0-March 26; _Dean Giv-
ens-March 28; Lucille Baker-,-
April 8; John Ryan-April 11. 
These members of the faculty 
will soon be scheduled: Sister 
Barbara Ann, Robert Jenkins, 
Dr. F. Ann Walker, Sidney Herzig, 
C. Dibble, Anne Blodgett, Father 
Graf, George -, Schuler, William 
Beal. 
Come to the l&E and meet the 
faculty. Informal meetings start 
at 9 p.m. The l&E Coffee House 
is located in the Chaplains' of-
fices in the basement of Dorm 3. 
_ SAVE 
AGGRAVATION -
CALL, DON'T 
WRITE ! ! 
It's A.Special Treat To Visit 
MAYER'S SMOKE SHOP'S 
FINE NEW STORE AT 
318 EAST STATE STREET 
(Just east of the Strand Theatre) 
With its large selection of 
ALL TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
SMOKERS' SUPPLIES 
PAPER-BOUND BOOKS 
MAGAZINES 
NEWSPAPERS 
BARRICINI CANDIES 
Students and Faculty Against 
Viet Nam War Publishes 
Bi-Weekly Newspaper 
by Toni Seger 
The Ithaca College Students 
and Faculty against the War in 
Viet Nam formed in November 
of this past year, has recently in-
cluded in its activities the publi-
cation of a newspaper. Appropri-
ately named Peace, the newspaper 
is distributed every two weeks on 
a Friday. __ 
Editor Peter Orville, when in-
terviewed, said he · was enthusi-
astic about the work which_mem-
bers of the committee had put 
into the paper. 
"'We have close to 200 people 
in our peace movement, at the 
moment, .and are constantly grow-
ing. I think the newspaper is mak-
ing people think and discuss the 
war, who wouldn't normally con-
cern themselves with the topic. I 
only wish we could reach mcire 
people. A good number of the 
students, as yet, are still unaware 
of our existence." 
The paper reprints articles 
from other periodicals about the 
war as well as publishing its own 
features, editorials, and, as of its 
last issue, a literary column. 
"Our biggest problem, at the 
for 
Contemporary and 
Early American 
Gifts in Iron 
visit 
THE I RON SHOP 
726 W. Green St. 
moment," Peter continued, _ "is 
funds. We really operate on a 
shoestring budget and, because 
the paper is free, it survives on 
contributions. Whether or not we 
continue to publish and eventual-
ly expand depends entirely on the 
student support." 
Other members of the Peace 
staff talked of the importance of 
the paper to them. ''There is such 
a wide variety of subjects we can 
explore,"· one commented. "Civil 
rights; violent or non-violent, for 
example, comes under our head-
ing. We think the students want 
to hear-and be heard as to their 
views on the important issues of 
today. We hope their interest will 
keep us alive." 
"It's the job of any educating 
institution to get the students to 
think," Orville continued. "There 
are topics heatedly. discussed in 
a dorm 'bull session' that usually 
go no further. We'd like to see 
more students express themselves 
in print." 
Peter spoke on the recent fund 
raising the committee did for a 
movie projector for Dr. Karem 
in Viet Nam. "We are very grate-
ful to the 1?tudent body for their 
contributions. Their response was 
an expression that people on cam-
pus do care." 
The anti-war group's activities 
have also included: collecting 
Christmas gifts for the Gls in 
Viet Nam, and sending a telegram 
of support to Eugene McCarthy 
.signed by over a hundred stu-
dents. 
The committee can be contact-
ed through Peter Orville, Dorm 
12. 
NARDl1S 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
featuring 
Jim Mosher 
at the 
Organ Nightly 
DINNER'S 6-9- SUNDAY 5-9 
308 Elmira Road 
Inter Ski 
Benefit 
Planned 
On Wednesday,' March 6, the ( 
Ithaca College Ski Club will pre- '' 
sent a program in B-102 at 7:30 
to benefit the 8th Interski in 
Aspen, Colorado. Interski is the 
chance for Professional Ski In-
structors from all over the world · 
to gather and exchange ideas on 
ski techniques. What goes on at ·. 
Interski in April will more than 
likely be in the ski schools next . 
winter. 
The highlight of the Program ~ 
will be speaker Steve Morrow of 
the USEASA Demonstration -
Team. He will bring a film of the 
7th Interski in Badgastein, Aus-
tria, talk on the purposes and 
principles of lnterski, and answer 
any and all questions you may -. 
1!_ave on ski technique. 
Steve, at age 21, is Director of ;,, 
the Ward Hill Ski School in 
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. At • • 
the age of 18,. Steve became one I 
of the youngest certified instruc- ; 
tors in the country. He has pre- :· 
viously taught at Carinthia )it. 
and Stratton Mt., both in Ver-
mont. 
In 1965 he was selected from :;; 
thousands of instructors across f 
the country to be one of the ten t 
people to represent the-PSIA at :S 
Badgasein, Austria. He was by,-, 
far the youngest member of the i£' 
group. -~ 
To further Interski and its cl- :~ 
feet on co-ordinating skiing ~~ 
throughout the world, a donation -
of 50 cents will be charged with 
all proceeds going to Interski. 
This -is your chance to find out 1 
what you'll be learning next year 
and to practice ahead of time 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
.... 
HICKEY1S 
M_US.IC STORlE 
201 So~th Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
"MONEY FOR BOOKS, 
NOT CHEWING GUM" 
IC AND CORNELL 
Continued from page 1 
Few students of either school 
would disagree with this. 
schools, for a terminal situated 
,on the LC. campus, from Cor-
nell's computer, to be used by 
I.C. students for instructional 
purposes. In addition to this, next 
summer a co-operative I.C.-Cor-
nell program is being arranged 
for a faculty study on the uses of 
mass media. 
by Toni Seger 
"There will never be a civilized 
country until we expend more 
money for books than we do for 
chewing gum." 
Elbert Hubbard, (1856-1915), 
writer, publisher, and author of 
the above, might well have been 
speaking .of colleges when he 
made the above statement. Any 
educational institution worth its 
attendance, would pride itself on 
its facilities, chiefly its supply of 
books, often called the tools of 
learning. 
library does not have the re-
sources to support its school's 
curiiculum. Attracting a g o o d 
faculty can be a problem when 
the prospe·ctive instructor asks if 
he can carry on research in his 
field while teaching." 
However, is there any close 
academic tie between the two 
hills? How have they helped each 
other through the years? What 
does the future hold for the I.C.-
Cornell relationship? 
Ithaca College's library, a fre-
quent lunch table topic with the 
student body, was found, after a 
few weeks of research, to be of 
1 concern to the college's faculty, 
as well. 
Dr. Sackrey, when interviewed, 
expressed few qualms with -the 
building and staff. "I think the 
building is one of the most 
pleasant to be in architectually 
and the staff is_ certainly very 
cooperative. They do . the best. 
with-what they have to .work with 
and cannot be blamed for the in: 
credibly low number of volumes. 
Unfortunately, the central prob-
' 1em of embarraSliingly bare 
shelves cannot be shrugged off. 
The acquisition of books needs to 
be made of prime iro.portan·ce fol-
lowed by an increase in the num-
ber of workers, so that books can 
be catalogued and placed out on 
shelves much. faster than they 
are now.'-' 
Apparently, money needed to 
buy books is the key to the 
situation. It's only a theory, but 
it is conceivable that the library 
would be utilized less as a social 
l. local if there were more items of interest on its shelves. At any 
rate, books would help to absorb 
the sound. 
The American Library Associ-
ation suggests · that 5% of a 
school's budget be allotted to 
books. Ithaca College has never 
equalled that minimum figure 
and though- it has increased its 
allotment over the years, that can 
hardly be considered a great ac-
complishment for a school cele-
brating its 75th Anniversary. 
The question now evident; 
where is the money going? A 
question unanswerable by the fac-
ulty, who never see the budget. 
And, after an inquiry at the 
treasury department, it was con-
firmed that the document is never 
revealed .to the student public, 
who doubtless ,contribute to· its 
composition. 
It is not difficult though to 
draw some conclusions as to. the 
eventual destination of a portion 
of a student's tuition. A skating 
rink, outdoor swimming pool, 
bowling alley, ski slope, farm with 
riding stable, and an art museum, 
to name a few of I.C.'s many win-
dow trimmings, must total an im-
pressive figure in maintenance. 
Yet, how often can these be util-
ized when everyone is at Cornell 
using their libraries? 
"In more special seminars and 
faculty research, to write an ade-
quate paper, Cornell is a neces-
sity," commented Dr. Sackrey. 
This can hardly be considered 
a good reply to give a prospective 
I.C. professor or student. Nor is it 
a statement an alumnus would 
like to make about their alma 
mater some day. 
The Association of College and 
Research Libraries, in 1957 pub-
lished the following statistics con-
cerning minimum holdings of 
books in an accredited college. 
For the first 600 students, a min-
imum of 50,000 "well chosen 
books" and an additional 10,000 
books for every 200 students 
thereafter was suggested. 
Ithaca College should there-
fore house, at the least, 150,000 
"well chosen volumes" in its li-
brary. Yet, our r.atalogue lists a 
very vague 100,000 items. Items 
may include magazines, periodi-
cals, newspapers, or- jewelry dis-
plays. How adequate can this be 
for a college that also offers 
several programs in graduate 
work? 
The road inevitably leads back 
to money. "A professional bibli-
ographer should be hired," Dr. 
Baizer commented, "to handle all 
ordering of books. This is a full 
time job and therefore is too 
much for the committee, or any-
one not specifically trained to 
handle." - ' 
While gathering information 
for this feature, almost every in-
dividual interviewed bad his 
own questions concerning the li-
brary and a brief sample follows. 
"Why are books still listed in 
the card catalogue that are no 
longer on the shelves even after 
being listed as missing for over 
a year?" 
"Why do inter-library 1 o an s 
take on an average of two months, 
when in any efficient library the 
average time required is two 
weeks?" 
"Why, if a book request is 
made by phone, the person re-
questing the book must pay for 
the phone call?" 
''Why does the library sub-
scribe to so many periodicals, if 
it can not keep them in some 
semblance of order?" 
Our catalogue states that "ulti-
mately we will have space for 
400,000 volumes.'' How long will 
it take for us to fill up that 
space? At the moment, we have 
a capacity of 175,000 volumes and, 
by our own admission, holds 100,· 
000 items. 
Viewing the personal side of 
the relationship, President Dil-
lingham commented that he and 
his wife "have many close friends 
among the Cornell faculty and 
administration." Mrs. Dillingham 
whose father was a professor 
at Cornell, is a graduate of the 
ivy-league university. "In gen-
eral," added President Dilling-
ham, "I think the I.C.-Cornell re-
lationship is exceedingly good, 
academically and personally. In 
every way, Cornell has shown I.C. 
that no other relationship could 
be more congenial." The' Presi-
dent added that one possibility 
for this "congenial relationship" 
is the curriculum difference be-
tween the two schools. "For ex-
ample we emphasize _ applied 
music, while Cornell has music-
ology; we have undergraduate 
drama majors, Cornell serves the 
graduate requirements." To en-
courage the closeness of the I.C.-
Cornell relationship as well as 
other such ties, Cornell Univer-
sity has recently appointed Vice-
Provost Kennedy, whose job is to 
work with such co-operative ven-
tures with area schools. 
Both President Dillingham and 
Provost Davies listed, without 
hesitation, instances in which 
Cornell has helped I.e. Said Pro. 
vost Davies, "I think the most 
important co-<iperation with Cor-
ne·u has been I.C.'s use of the 
Cornell library facilities. In ad-
dition to this, several Cornell ad-
ministrators have gone out of 
their way to help I.C. recruit new 
faculty members when needed 
here." The university has also 
been lending equipment to aid 
LC. As the President noted, one 
year this exchange included fifty 
microscopes. In I.C.'s initial years, 
Cornell even lent a staff physician 
to work in I.C.'s health center. 
Again, both the Provost and the 
President agreed that to "a con-
siderable extent, part of the 
beauty of Ithaca's campus is due 
to Cornell's school of Architec-
ture," since Cornell's Professor 
Thomas Canfield designed many 
of I.C.'s buildings. 
The I.C.-Cornell relationship 
According to the new college 
supplement, room costs have 
gone up fifty dollars and general 
fee has jumped eighty dollars, as 
of next year. Can this be taken 
as a sign that the library's budget 
for next year will also increase 
in the same proportion? 
has promoted an exchange of stu-
dents program. Presently, about 
three .Cornell students are study-
ing primates here, while I.C. stu-
dents who wanted to take such a 
course as Greek that has not been 
developed yet here are continu-
ing these courses at Cornell, with 
I.C. paying their course tuition. 
Says the Provost, "To continue 
their studies, our faculty uses 
Cornell facilities such as the 
synchrotron and other areas of 
research, while the Cornell facul-
ty uses our Instructional Re-
sources Center." For the past 
year and a half, plans have been 
d i s c u s s e d between the two 
Future hopes for the I.C.-Cor-
nell relationship are favorable. 
Provost Davies notes "there is no 
doubt that we would like to work 
co-operatively with Cornell to 
solve our mutual library prob-
lems," a desire to s·hare volumes, 
building, and facility expenses so 
that both schools can cope with 
expansion and better and more 
modern study materials. Second-
ly, President Dillingham and the 
Provost would like to see an in-
crease in the student exchange 
program, an encouragement to 
capable I.C. students to take ex-
tra,mural courses at Cornell Uni-
versity. "We also hope that the 
enrichments of the two campuses 
can be developed by both student 
bodies," added Provost Davies, 
"by better communications be-
tween the· two." He feels that al-
ready, an exceptionally good aca-
demic-social relationship is evi-
dent since both schools, in con-
sideration for each other, try not 
to sponsor big events or -week-
ends on the same date. "It is also 
possible that an increase of facul-
ty-interchange will profit both 
schools." Presently, Cornell pro. 
fessors are welcome to give in-
formal lectures in I.C. c1asses and 
are often invited, as Cornell's 
President James A. Perkins was 
recently, to give educational lec-
tures outside of the classroom. 
I.C. faculty and students, there-
fore, benefit greatly from the 
proximity of Cornell and, Presi-
dent Dillingham hopes, "that in 
the future we will be co-operating 
even more than in the past with 
Cornell. Perhaps," 'be says, "as 
our resources grow here, we can 
possibly reciprocate the favors 
Cornell has done for us. 
With nothing but good words 
about the I.C .• Cornell rela-
tionship, it seems true, as Presi-
dent Dillingham says, "that any-
thing Ithaca College does in the 
future will benefit by our rela-
tionship to Cornell. The univer-
sity has always been extremely 
generous to I.C. and we have 
profited greatly from their gen-
erosity and their willingness to 
help us whenever they could." 
ITHACA'S RECREATION 
CENTER 
36 lanea to Servo You 
ALWAYS OPEN BOWLING 
Bde1s Bowling 
& Billiards 
Judd Falls Road 
AR 3-4111 
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Phi EI( Sweethear1t 
Congratulations to Pam Weaver, Phi Epsilon Kappa's Sweet-
heart for 1968. 
Pass or 
Fail Option Infinite Var-
iety11 ••• Margaret 
Webster•s unlimited 
talent ... tonight-
8:15. 
Continued from page 1 
outside of the student's major. A 
student must state at the time of 
registration that he wishes to 
take the course on a pass-fail 
basis. If the grade received for 
the course is pass, it will not be 
included in the index; however, if 
a failing grade is received it will 
be counted. ~==========:= 
Dean Paul Givens, Dean of Arts 
and Sciences, stated that "the 
purpose of this option is to en-
courage students to take courses 
outside of their majors. Students 
often do not take courses which 
they would like to fo"i.- fear of get-
ting a low grade. We hope that 
this system will change this and 
encourage a more liberal educa-
tion.'' 
Dinner at 
When your hands and 
nose are cold, go to .•. 
VASTEN01S 
LIQUOR STORE 
206 N. Tioga St. 
Joe Ciaschi's incomparable now restaurant 
in the old Railroad Passenger Station on 
Taughannock Boulevard at West Buffalo Street. 
For reservations 272-2609 
Dr. Baizer, a member of the 
library committee, discussed some 
of the problems of the committee 
of the problems which the com-
mittee faces. 
"We literally started from 
scratch when the library moved 
from downtown. We have in-
creased the number of books 
1 bought every year. However, al-
though our budget has increased 
Yearly, so has inflation. It costs, 
a: the moment, on the average, 
fifteen dollars to put a book on 
CODDINGTON CARRY-OIUJT 
124 Coddington Rd. 
The daughter of a ~oca~ 
Genesee IBeer -IDnstrnlblLOtor 
enroUed as ai freshman at 
the shelves" · . 
"The sitilation is indeed seri-
ous," stated Dr. Baizer, "when a 
J.OE1S 
&] 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
ELMIRA RD. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
ATLANTIC 
WITHIN WALKING ll>ISTANCIE 
SANDWICHES - COMPLEYE DINNERS - PIZZA 
IFR.ISIE DIELDV_IERY with $5.CC minimum 
HOURS OPEN 
~ • 12 - 7 dayu a weo!t 
Call 272-1379 
a famous IEasterU11 Unoversnty 
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She's a cinch to !be e~ected 
Queen of the Hops! 
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E .ditorials - -
The IF acuity Has Responsibility, Too 
lvlany have commented on the need for 
student-faculty cooperation, including the 
Ithacan. \Ve have suggested that it's up to the 
students in many ways to do this. Perhaps 
we can point out some of the ways that the 
faculty can respond. 
\Vhen a student enters a class for the first 
time, there are certain things that he expects 
from the professor. They are perhaps not a 
requirement, but almost a responsibility of the 
instructor. A written syllabus is perhaps the 
first. Many instructors, including those we 
have at present, do not present the students 
with a written statement of which material 
they will cover during the term and what is 
expected of the student. In all fairness, isn't 
it the right of the student to know what's ex-
pected of him? In a college situation, we are 
adult enough to do assignments when they are 
given at the begigning of the term, rather 
than -at the end i:>f each class. This brings 
many reminders of high school. \Ve can't be 
expected to act like adults, if we are treated 
in the manner of high schoolers. 
In addition, many of the professors' policies 
and feelings should be communicated to the 
students during those first few class sessions. 
The student cannot be expected to guess 
what his professors' cut policy will be or what 
his testing schedules are like. 
We have many professors who do not tell 
their students ,how many examinations there 
will be during the term, or how heavily they 
will counr- in determining the students final 
grade. This, of course, does not include quizzes 
and the like, but major prelims should be 
announced well in advance. We've walked into 
classes where the professor has told the class, 
there will be an exam this week, giving three 
or four days notice. Granted students should 
keep up with their studies, but there are many 
other factors entering into collegiate life which 
do not make studying after each class a possi-
bility. Is an exam's purpose to catch the 
'crammer" or to serve as a check for both stu-
dents and faculty in regard't:o what is learned 
and how well the material is learned? We sug-
gest that last minute exams do not accurately 
measure a student's knowledge, but merely 
indicate that he has fallen behind in his 
studies. In most instances, students them-
selves are well aware of this. 
Besides knowing when the tests occur, their 
weight in terms of the final grade is important 
to the students. We should .aGt-.find out a week 
before the final that all previous exams count 
fifty percent, with -the final counting the re-
maining fifty. It's not that difficult to clue 
the student in on this question, is it? 
We realize the majority of the faculty do 
present written statements on the course con-
tent, exams, cut policy, and what is expected 
of the students. It is the few who do not, how-
ever small this number may be, who discour-
age and disinterest students about the course, 
as well as coll~ge. 
Neither Rain, Nor Snow, 
Nor Dark of Night o o. ~ 
There is a familiar song which starts, "Let-
ters, letters. \Ve get stacks and stacks of 
letters . . . . " That may be true about the 
mail on the Ithaca College campus, the ques-
tion of how fast these stacks- are delivered, is 
another matter. 
True the college is small and can't afford 
to hire a large staff to sort mail. \Ve've heard 
that argument many times before. Perhaps 
not only the quantity of help will have to 
change, but maybe the quality. 
Intercampus mail is probably the best ex-
ample. Notices of meetings and events are 
usually sent out far enough in _advance to 
insure arrival before the meeting. But some-
how they don't. Anything sent after the mail 
is sorted in the Union ·usually waits until the 
next day before being forwarded to the Post 
Ofifce. There it must be sorted to the proper 
building, and if sorting does not take place 
before the delivery to that area, it must wait 
another day. 
Special Delivery letters and packages are 
also mishandled. Many times those of us in 
· the Terrace Dorms have received Special De-
livery letters two or three days after they have 
been received at the Ithaca Post Office,. and 
even then they arrive with the regular mail for 
that day. As we understand it, one pays thirty 
cents additional to mail these letters. The 
letter is sent the same way as a six cent first 
class letter, the difference is that the letter 
is supposed to be delivered immediately after 
it is received at the local post office ( during 
reasonable hours that is). Why pay the addi-
tional money to receive the letter with the 
other first class mail? , 
Students in the Terrace receiving packages 
·are usually sent notices that they may pick 
up their packages at the Job Hall Post Office. 
Sometimes they don't get back to these dorms 
until late in the afternoon and then receive 
the notice that the packages may be picked 
up before 5 :00 p.m. Small packages are de-
livered with the regular mail. Sometimes, in-
sured packages and letters are delivered, other 
times, one must pick them up in person. We 
believe insured letters have to be signed for, 
why not all the time? 
If you ever have the good fortune to go to 
Job Hall and pick up a letter or buy some 
stamps or send a package, Good Luck. The 
wait is rather long. The one or two ladies 
working there have many other tasks to do 
besides waiting on students. They also seem 
rather unfamiliar with post office procedure. 
If they are not post office en1Ployees, shouldn't 
the post office supply its sub-station with 
workers? If they are post office employed, 
then additional workers need to be hired. 
The price of sending mail in the United 
States was raised a month ago, why has the 
service at Ithaca College fallen? 
CAMPUS 
CALENDAR 
Mon., Feb. 26 8:00 Var. Basketball vs. Oswe-
go (A) 
Fri., Feb. 23 
Fr. Basketball vs. Auburn 
Comm. College (A) 
7-8:30 Jewish Services - Dorm 
12, 14th floor 
8:00 Var. Gymnastics vs. U.S. 
Coast Guard (H) 
8:00 Sigma Alpha Iota Son g 
Fest-Rec Rm 
Sat., Feb. 24 
12:00 W AA Gymnastics Meet -
Penn State and Univ. of 
Mass. (H) 
3:00 
5:00 
6:00 
6:00 
7:00 
4:30 
4:30 
Var. Swimming vs. Lock 
Haven (A) 8:15 
WGB-U-1 
Forensics - Debate U-5 8:15 
WICB - AM Staff - Job 
Rm 8:30 
Forensics U-5 
Tues., Fob. 27 
MGB - DeMotte 12:30 
Chemistry Seminar - Dr. 
Holley-S.111 6:30 
Ithacan Editorial Board -
Job 8:15 
Fr. Basketball vs. Buffalo 
U. (A) 8:15 
Fr. Wrestling vs. Oneonta • 
(A) 
Kappa Gamma -Psi Recital 
- Ford Hall 
EUB Guest Lectcrer -
Nila Magi.doff - Rec Rm 
Var. Wrestling vs. Syra-
cuse (A) 
Thurs., Feb. 29 -
Orientation Committee -
J<'b Rm 
Christian Science Group 
-U-5 
TAP Production - "Luv" 
-Rec Rm 
Phi Mu Alpha Recital -
Ford Hall 
Fri., Mar. 1 
Letters to the Editor 
All letters submitted to The Ithacan must be typed and 
signed. 
B) Distant relations .were also 
adjusted accordingly _(unique that 
it could be done on such short 
notice). 
We did not consider either 
letter as a "desk clutterer" and 
again wish to thank her for a 
inost enlightening contribution to 
our daily operation. 
All letters become the property of The Ithacan, and we re-
serve the right to refuse to publish letters submitted to us. 
Letters mu.st noi exceed 400 words. George E. Herren 
Smoking Helps? 
Last week's Ithacan presented 
two especially interesting and in-
formative articles titled "Just 
what is Sex Appeal" and "How to 
get Her." Yet it would appear to 
this reader that these articles 
were, if not actually subsidized, 
then certainly endorsed by the 
cigar manufacturers of America. 
Both of them recommend that a 
man take up cigar-smoking if he 
wants to increase his chances for 
social success, citing as evidence 
a survey showing that 47.8% of 
the girls on campuses across the 
country approve of a man smok-
ing a cigar. What these articles 
fail to point out is that this leaves 
a MAJORITY of girls, 52.2% to 
be exact, who merely tolerate it 
or openly object to it. In other 
words, if a guy doesn't smoke- a 
cigar, 52.2% of all co.eds will 
either favor him over the man 
who does, or, at the very least, 
not have any less favorable a re-
action towards him than towards 
the smoker. In the future, NAPS 
should examine its f~ts more 
closely, and not slant them in 
such a misleading way. 
Lea A. Ruff 
English, '68 
The Clocks Again 
Editor: 
I wrote last week about the 
oroblem of the clocks on campus. 
A reply was sent in by some 
member of the administration. I 
cluttered many desks with copies 
of my letter in hopes that some 
angered soul would give me an 
answer to a problem which ha9 
many, not only myself, a bit 
frazzled. Someone was angered 
and gave me perhaps the straight-
est, clearest, most pointed, sharp. 
est answer I have received in my 
four years at Ithaca College. 
Whoever you are, many thanks. 
But who are you? After all, I 
stuck out my neck by signing my 
letter .... 
I have two questions which I'd 
like further answers to, if pos-
sible. First, WICB goes by West-
U.P.I. 
C.P.S. · 
ern Union time-purported to be 
to some degree accurate. Since 
they broadcast a time periodically 
to all Ithacans on campus, 
couldn't you get together and co-
ordinate Western Union and Itha-
ca College Master Clock? 
Second, could whlltever time is 
agreed upon be reported to such 
would-be relatives as the garage 
and Quarry-Valentine-downtown 
classrooms so that we'd all know 
somewhat what time it is? 
My regrets to all the desks I 
must clutter a second time in 
order to reach anonymous cor-
respondent. rm praying for an-
other of these rare straight an-
swers. It's almost a pleasure to be 
harried when you can understand 
that not all the minute hands' on 
campus are out to get you, but 
that someone is human after all. 
Sincerely 
Karen Ehrlich 
The_ Reply Again 
Gentlemen: 
H<>ping this will not be in-
terpreted as the Ithaca College 
version of "Ann Landers versus 
Karen Ehrlich," allow me to 
again answer the questions posed 
in her most complimentary letter. 
Initially, the letter submitted in 
last week's issue of the Ithacan 
was not compiled in a fit of anger 
but merely as an answer for some-
one who was interested enough 
to propose the questions. With 
reference as to why a signature 
d\d not appear, I can only at-
tribute it to the same inadvertent 
error which also omitted the post 
script to which I referred. 
In answering· Miss Ehrlich's 
most r~ent inquiries, I feel she 
should be informed of the follow-
ing: 
· A) A recent check by our de-
partment revealed a master clock 
control system discrepancy of one 
minute and 20 seconds from West-
ern Union time. Over six and 
one-half years ... not too bad for 
a man made piece of equipment. 
The system was adjusted so as to 
conform to both Western Union 
and (we hope) WICB. 
A Definition of 
Academic Freedom 
Admittedly, any definition of 
academic freedom can probably 
be shown to be incomplete or in-
consistent, and it is possible that 
the stir over "Lysistrata" has as 
yet accomplished little. Still, it 
is disappointing - and reveal. 
ing - to learn that the alarm 
Mr. Harcourt first felt when he 
heax-d about the possible ban. 
Ding of the "Lysistrata" has been 
completely quieted. He now sees 
that the "public nature of the 
proposed performance is . . . of 
paramount importance;" the ad-
ministration has been ''wholly in 
order" in deciding whether the 
Dudley Fitts' translation of 
"Lysistrata" would generate 
sweepingly negative attitudes 
towards Ithaca College; it is a 
matter of indifference whether 
the Drama Department was con. 
sulted before or after this deci-
sion was made. Quiescence on 
such terms is unacceptable. The 
production of "Lysistrata" is it-
self of little moment compared 
to the opportunity this occasion 
offers to call for a discussion of 
those purposes, standards, and 
procedures which are indeed of 
the gravest concern to the aca. 
dernic future of Ithaca College. 
It is hoped that the following 
proposal will receive wide sup-
port among administrators, facul-
ty, and students. 
"A committee-composed of an 
equal number of administrators, 
faculty and students shall be 
formed to draft a definition of 
academic freedom on the Ithaca 
College campus and to formulate 
procedures for ensuring its free 
but responsible exercise. The 
proposals of this committee shall 
be submitted to the All-College 
Faculty, Student Government, and 
the Administration for their ap-
proval." 
Sincerely, 
E. W. Terwilliger 
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Peter Wilkins 
Russ Desoe 
2:00 Var. Gymnastics vs. S. 
t;onn. (I:I) 
6:00 
6:15 
6:30 
6:30 
8:00 
Student Congress-S.202 6:15 
Var. Wresiling vs. One-
Fr. Basketball vs. Cornell 
(B) 
Rick Fuller 
Linda Garrett 
Ellen Peace -
6:30 Fr. Basketball vs. Syra-
cuse (A) 
7:00 Var. Wrestling vs. Wilkes 
(A) 
8:00 var. Basketball vs. Sus-
quehanna (A) 
8: 15 LC. Orchestra Concert -
Ford Hall 
Sun., Feb. 25 
2-4 DA's Training Sesion -
B-102 
5-7 U.C.F. - Job Rm 
8:00 EUB film - "Lord Jim" 
-Rec Rm 
8:15 
12:00 
3:45 
5:00 
6:15 
6:30 
7:30 
onta (A) 8-11 
Var. Basketba!). vs. Buf- 8:15 
falo u. (A) 
Wed., Feb. 21} 8:15 
Ash Wednesday Mass -
RecRm 8:15 
Head Residents - Job 
Ash Wed. Mass - Rec Rm 
Fr. Basketball vs. Oswego 
(A) 
Fr. Wrestling vs. Syracuse 
(A) 
Freshman Congress -
S-302 
Dorm 6 Open House 
Var. Basketball vs. Al-
bany (H) 
Organ Dedication - Rob-
ert Noehren __:. Ford Hall 
TAP Production - "Luv" 
-Rec Rm 
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... AND PRAY! 
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A Lesson In Landing 
On Your Feet 
by Alex B. Block 
When Parker D. '-'Pat" Hanna, Jr., was nine years old, he 
got his first job on a newspaper (The Canadian Record) wt iring 
a \veekly column on his elementary school. Since that time 
Hanna, a ninth generation Southerner, has been beaten for b,~ 
friending a Negro on a Southern street; nearly killed for taking 
labor views against a major oil corporation in a small Texas 
oil cown; been a police reporter; an ad man; Latin Am: ·ican 
Affairs Editor on the San Antonio Post; won the Distingudwd 
Service Cros_s, t~o Purple Hearts, and twenty-seven camp:11!!:n 
ribbons serving m World War II and Korea; fought the ]\,fa;1:1. 
the l'v1urder, Incorporated in a Los Angeles suburb; won Sou~h 
Korea's highest award for an enlisted man for his public rel .. -
uons ~?rk on a Civili~n Aid Program; se~ved as Chief of Radio-
Telcv1s1on for the Third Army; been a pistol and hand to hand 
combat instructor; a management consultant; editor of the 
Caienovia Republican; and fired by Ithaca College. -
Pat Hanna is the modern equivalent of a soldier of fortune, 
a j;1ck of-all trades, and a Ponce De Leon who found his own 
personal fount'.1in of youth. The only problem is that after fifty-
two years, a wife and four children, Pat Hanna is tired of travel-
ing. He has bought a home· in Virgil, just outside of Ithaca, and 
for the first time is ready to settle down. For the first time, he 
seems to feel unwanted. 
Why would a Southerner want to stay permanently in the 
orth? Why should a man who "has seen gay Paree" want to 
settle in Ithaca? Why has this gallant held so many jobs in 
one short lifetime? Why did Ithaca College hire Pat Hanna only 
to fire him one year later? Why does Ithaca College do any-
thing? · 
• • • 
When Pat Hanna returned to Texas A&M University after 
a semesters suspension for calling the Chancellor "dictatorial 
and Hitler-like," he assumed there would be no hitches in his 
continuing on at the college. The next time he was bothered 
it wasn't by the administration, but by fellow students. 
Walking down a narrow Texas street with two fell~w stu-
dents, it seemed only decent to step into the road a second to 
lcr a crippled Negro gentleman pass. Hanna's fellow students-
did not agree, and the resulting lumps convinced Hanna that 
"1the South was not for him. 
Moving on to the University of Texas, Hanna came within 
a week of graduation, but never quite got a diploma. He walked 
into a bar one night the week or so before graduation and got 
into a conversation with a man who had seen his .weekly paper 
fold that very morning. As they drank, the man took a liking to 
I Hanna and by the end of the evening had signed over his 
: bankrupt' assets to the aspiring journalist. The bartender drew 
up the informal contract, and Pat Hanna was on his way to 
· Baytown, Texas. 
"The Texas Labor· Leader" was the official paper of the 
~tatc AFofL-CIO in a town owned almost wholly by the 
. Humble Oil giant. Hanna put the weekly on its feet, and began 
\ a series of editorial attacks on the local corporate master. After 
lone series of especially- blistering attacks, Hanna was pulled 
from his truck on a Texas street and beaten senseless. While he 
was in the hospital, the newspaper facilities were strangely 
burned to the ground, and says Hanna: "Even though the place 
stunk of gasoline, no one would accuse Humble." 
Hanna held a string of jobs on Texas papers until entering 
~he Army in 1942, and serving until late in 1945. Hanna fin-
ished his Army career in Paris as editor of "Army Talks," Eisen-
hower's favorite, and thus personal propaganda organ. 
Leaving the Army, Hanna, and his wife of two years went 
to the West Coast where he got a job as copyman with the Los 
Angeles Examiner. Later Hanna bought a dying weekly in Pasa-
dena, California, put it on its feet, sold it, and opened up a com-
' peting paper. 
"California had a weird Jaw," says Hanna, "that draw poker 
~asn't gambling, but a game of skill. The theory is that the 
\J~dge w~o decided this was crooked." Using veteran organiza-
! twns as fronts the Mafia took over Pasadena's six plush gaming 
clubs and got fingers into the _rest of the town as a side benefit. 
Under pressure from the local ministers alliance, Hanna took 
?n Murder, Incorporated. The fight got so tough that the min-
isters who had originally backed him, says Hanna, "would cross 
the street when they saw me coming to avoid being seen with 
me." The fight ended when Hanna was recalled by the Army in 
1950. Seventy-two hours later he was in Korea. 
. . -- . . 
When P2t Hanna was replaced in 1966 as editor of the 
Caz~novia Republican by the publisher's nephew, he began 
~okmg for new fields to enter. "My friends told me I was a 
natural for college development work," says Hanna, "I had been 
negotiating with several colleges, but I finally chose Ithaca." 
Hanna explains why: "I fell in love with this place. I think 
the student body is extremely appealing, and they deserved all 
the help they could get in a search for a first class education." 
Hanna continues as to why he became an "Associate in De-
velopment": "I met many members of the faculty I thought 
ere outsanding people. It seemed to me that the college nedeed 
to use this lovely campus as a base to build on-not as an end 
COME OUT TO 
BIG JIM'S 
205 Elmira Rd. 
ITALIAN & AMERICAN DINNERS 
• 
Open Tuesday thru Sunday - Closed Monday 
AR 3-5340 
ALBANY ST. TO ELMIRA RD . 
Focus 
by Joss Nadelman 
So I went home this weekend (Mom's birthday.) After 
being blasted for having sideburns, I was fortunate enough 
to get into political discussions with friends of my parents and 
parents of my friends. In all it was a wonderful day. Vocal 
·reactions to my point of view ranged from "idealist" to "com-
munist." Facial reactions ranged from distaste to "I wish you 
were in my platoon during World War II." However, all these 
people were unanimous in asking one question; "what would 
you do?" 
The first thing you try to convince the folks is that their 
alternatives have only bred more war, bigotry, and other in-
justices. The constant answers are: "You must fight fire with 
fire. All they respect is power. I hate war as much as you, 
but ... " Realizing that your point of view will never be 
accepted, you plod on down the road of futility. You tell them 
that maybe withdrawal, or the idea of black power, or wving 
cash to the poor will answer some problems. Answer: ' Com-
munist! I fought for everything I own. You have to use power. 
We have done things wrong but are they right?" At this 
moment you step into it; you fear no one, nothing. You ask 
the questions. Isn't it possible that our country is not as great 
as we are making it out to be? Isn't it possible that it is not only 
human failure but also system inadequacy? "Commie, commie, 
commie! Get your ass out if you don't like it! Who in the hell 
are you? Commie! All you do is bitch, bitch, bitch. You have 
nothing constructive to offer. Commie!" Again they have missed 
.the pomt. You can show them that their methods have not 
worked and in fact have led to more problems. You can say, 
"Maybe our suggestions are idealistic and not based on our 
own "experiences/ but it is a different solution. And in 
actuality could our suggestions lead to any worse results than 
your alternatives?" 
After three such confrontations, I began to answer all 
"political" questions with one statement. "I'm just a college 
kid, what could I know?" 
itself." Hanna felt that the college needed to raise money to 
keep prices down and allow all social levels of students to come 
to the college. "The students", says Hanna "who are almost 
universally from upper middle class families, need leavening." 
Hanna felt a real need to raise money-the job for which he 
was hired. "They ( the students at Ithaca) need the excitement 
of the poor students", says the money raiser, "who could come 
here only if we had large endowments: scholarships." 
Please turn to page 10 
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
V.W. and G.M. Trained Mechanics 
ALL MINOR REPAIRS 
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Who am I? 
Whv do I ex1,t? 
Why sho!,Ld I exi,t? 
\Vhere am I go111g? 
\Vhat shall I be when I arrive? 
. Th_cse arc th_e questions rh;a Ithaca College, collectively, is 
~skmg itself. LTntil the ;in,wcr, ;ire found and become integrated 
mto the warp an~I the'. woof ol the l,fe of the College, it can 
have no personal identity. 
\Vithour that identity 1t cannot _111,nfy ns existence, certain-
ly not to prospect1\·c donors, ro high capahil,tv students or to 
distinguished facuity of other ,clwr;ls. · 
A new college is fo1111c(I in rh,, nation each week, according 
to_Ncws~cCl'li ( Fe_brnary 15. 1967). Some of these colleges are 
spm-offs of cstabl1she,l colleges and un1ver,itics, some are well-
f11;ancecl and secure 011 opening day, many arc shoe-string affairs 
with hope a~ the m:11n offerin~. \Tost will survive because of the 
sheer weig_ht of college-bound stuclenb and the public belief in 
the necessity of college educir,011 for all. Bin verv few wil] at-
tain any emmence, and not many will become m1;ch more than 
production-line tra111ing ~chuok 
It~aca College, its 75-year i1I,1ory norhw,th,randing. is no 
more firmly establ1sh1:d a, a phdo,onhical entitv than the new-
est collcg_e opening_ last week. The i'cason is s,~ply that it has 
broken VIOlcntly with the pasr and deliberatelv turned its face 
toward "the future. A new campus, modern ari'cl integrated; an 
expanded .faculty, young and ambitious; an administration con-
cerned with organization :111d 111tegration of the previous hydra-
headed collection of semi-autonomous schools; and a student 
body of young people more and more concerned with their own 
persona) identities in a \,:orI<l of conflict and confusion beyond 
conception as_ well _as with current grades and future jobs-
these are the mgred1ents to the ferment that is now Ithaca Col-
lege. 
_ ~hat_ will result _from this prom1smg mixture? The ques-
tion 1s bemg asked with ever greater insistence from all sides. 
Th~ answe_r is essential to ~veryone concerned with the College. 
It 1s the single most pr_essmg pro~lem of the College. A single 
consensual answer r~quires. the pnmary attention of everyone, 
from trustees, admm1strn10n, facultv students alumni and 
friends. · ' ' 
BASIC QUESTIONS: 
1. \Vhat does Ithaca College have to sell? 
2. Is there anything unique about Ithaca College's product? 
3. What is t~e basic purpose of the College? 
4. How does 1_t go about accomplishing this purpose? 
5. How effective is this accomplishment? 
6. What does Ithaca College provide that Cornell can't do 
better? 
7. Why don't Ithaca College and Cornell form a full-scale re-
lationship that will permit both faculty and students to 
shift back and forth on an organized basis? 
8. The phrase "a cre,~tive environment" implies that Ithaca 
College has somethmg not commonly possessed by equiva-
lent schools; has this "something" been exactly defined? 
Does it really exist? Does it control the basic environment 
of the school? 
9. The phrase "personal fulfillment" means, presumably, that 
each student exists in an atmosphere that enables him to 
seek out his own unique road to his destiny, perhaps sep-
arate and distinct from that of any other student. Is this 
atmosphere present, in reality, on the campus? Is the Col-
lege organized to encourage this individual development? 
How? 
10. From what economic class do most Ithaca College students 
come? What intellectual class? ·what cultural class? 
11. Why should any student choose Ithaca College over any of 
many other schools offering the same quality of education 
and/or training? 
A. Costs? 
B. Entrance requirements? 
C. Nearness to home? 
D. Easier grading? 
E. Immediately employable training? 
F. Congenial fellow students and faculty? 
G. Other? 
Please turn to page 10 
MOE1 S CAMl?US IBARBIERSfHIOIP 
Come in and see 
MOE & WILL 
Patronize your Campus barbershop 
Basement of Dorm l 2 
across from Pat's Tailor Shop 
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Otterbein 
Tc Set !New 
CIUI rricu hnm 
Westerville, Ohio - (J.P.) 
The Otterbein College faculty 
has approved a new curriculum 
that is designed to overhaul the 
present program and establish 
hin-her scholastic goals for the 
college. The program will go into 
effect with the 1968-69 school 
year. 
Although called "The 3-3 Plan," 
it is not to be confused with a 
tri-mester program. The calendar 
year is basically divided into 
four parts, three ten week terms 
and a summer term of seven 
weeks. 
A normal academic load under 
the plan is three courses per 
term, with each class meeting five 
days per week rather than on 
ll 
ILDKlE 
CURLEY1S 
CHICKEN 
V' 
All the chicken you 
can eat every 
Wednesday night 
for only 
$].85 
.A. 
CURLEY'S 
CHICKEN HOUSE 
367 Elmira Rd. 
LETIERS Continued 
Freedom of Speech 
To Whom It May Concern: 
Provost Davies has requested 
that the members of the English 
Department who signed the Open 
Letter to the Drama Department 
in the February 2nd issue of Tho 
Ithacan state publicly that they 
believe in freedom of speech on 
this campus for the administra-
tion as well as the faculty and 
student body. 
They do. They have always 
done so. 
One of the principles about 
which the members of the Eng-
lish Department were concerned 
in their letter was whether an 
administrator has the right to re-
verse a departmental decision 
without consulting the depart-
ment concerned. Dr. Givens has 
stated unequivocally that the 
Dean should never reverse any 
departmental decision without 
consulting a departmental chair-
man. No one in the English De-
partment feels that this state-
ment implies the slightest limita-
tion upon the Dean's freedom to 
discuss any question with any 
faculty member at any time and 
at any length. Obviously, no ad-
ministrator can determine what 
problems exist and whether modi-
fications or reversals of depart-
mental decisions are needed un-
Tompkins 
l?hotog ra phy 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
11Y our Drugstore Away from Home" 
ll{ll.DNE1S PHARMACY 
112-114 N. AURORA ST. 
AR 3.3033 
p EDWJJ] 
less he has the opportunity to ex-
plore all questions freely with 
any of his faculty. The members 
of the English Department also 
recognize that it is not easy to 
draw the line between an "ad-
ministrative decision" and "ad-
vice from a dean." Nevertheless, 
the members of the Department 
feel that Dr. Givens' statement 
above implies that a dean will not 
allow a discussion with an indi-
vidual faculty member to culmin-
ate in an administrative decision 
reversing a departmental decision 
or policy. Such administrative ac-
tion can confront the department 
with a fait accompli with which 
it must unhappily live without 
ever having had the opportunity 
to defend its own decision. 
Ashur Baizer 
Mary Bates 
Anne Blodgett 
Robert Cosgrove 
Ferris Cronkhite 
Dena Estes 
Ann Lipke · 
John Ogden 
Sanford Schwartz 
George Sullivan 
E. w. Terwilliger 
Jane Vogel 
Saga Food Improvement 
Editor, The Ithacan: 
Just a note to acknowledge 
what I consider to be a significant 
improvement. After a year and a 
half of eating off campus I have 
returned to the Saga Food Sys-
tem considerably more apprecia-
tive of food and the problems in-
volved in its preparation. Not 
only has the level of Saga service 
been raised during this time, but 
also the quality and quantity of 
its food offerings now rival many 
of the better restaurants in Itha-
ca. Mr. McNealy and his staff de-
serve our praise. 
Paul Keane 
1968 
PRATT1 S 
Flower Shop 
205 N. Aurora St. 
() 
FLOWERS FOR ALL 
OCCASIONS 
fFOR GOING PLACES 
11Saddle Up11 with the 
new black and white. 
A shoe that1 s always 
in style. 
PEDWBN 
VAN'S SI-IOES 
128 E. State St. 
Downtown Ithaca 
Greek Columns 
Del~aKappa 
by Mike Schell 
Friday's party has been tern'lec! 
the best of the semester. Music at 
the Lodge was provided by the 
"Coming Generation" whose ar-
rangements of Sgt. Pepper tunes 
were the hits of the evening. 
The Brothers of Delta 'Kappa 
are looking forward to their joint 
Response night with Delta Phi 
Zeta sorority and pledges from 
both, next Monday night, at the 
D.K. Lodge. 
Congratulations to Delta Phi 
Zeta sister Pam weaver on being 
chosen Sweetheart of Phi Epsilon 
Kappa at the Ball Saturday night. 
The Brothers of Delta Kappa 
are proud to announce the birth 
of their second niece, Tammy Sue 
Morrocco, born February 12. Con-
gratulations to John and Sue. 
Phi Mu Alpha 
by Don Zegal 
Last Monday night at Phi Mu 
we had our Spring Smoker. We 
were very much pleased to have 
an excellent turnout for the eve-
ning. Present were a number of 
brother faculty members, among 
them Dean of the Music School, 
Craig McHenry, and Assistant 
Dean Walter Beeler who was 
guest speaker. 
In the very near future is the 
Phi Mu Alpha spring recital, "An 
Evening of American Music," 
which will take place on Thurs-
day, Feb. 29, at 8:15 p.m. in Ford 
Hall Auditorium. 
The program will open with 
"Sextet," composed by brother 
Paul Goldstaub. Next will be 
"Trio for Percussion," composed 
by alumni brother, Warren Ben-
son, former composition teacher 
at I.e., presently teaching compo-
sition at The Eastman School of 
Music. Following, will be the pre-
miere performance of "Toccata 
Del Rio," a piece for two pianos, 
by honorary brother Gregg Smith, 
director of the LC. Concert Choir. 
"Quartet No. 1," by Alan Hovha-
ness is next on the program, fol-
lowed by "Quartet for Trom-
bones," composed by Leslie Bas-
sett. The closing number will be 
"Quintetto Concertante," com-
posed by Vaclav Nelhybel, and 
conducted by brother Don Mealy. 
We're sure this concert will be 
enjoyable and beneficial to all 
members of the student body who 
choose to attend. 
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Sigma Alpha Hu · 
by David Mark 
Tau Alpha Mu 
by Bucky 
There has been a proposition The sisters of Tau Alpha Mu _.Y, 
... ·.1~ brought up in front of I.F.C. that have been busy these past few .} 
suggests changing pledging from weeks since our accept;mcc by 
the present two pledge periods- I.F.C. The most important activity . 
a year to a one pledge period facing us now is spring pledging. 
per year. As with any new idea, We hope to have an active and 
there are arguments for and interested group of girls to help 
against it. us build TAM into the effective 
This who agre·e with this new organization we know it can be. . 
proposal argue that rushing and Tammy would like to thank the 
pledging, as it stands now, is a other Greeks for their warm wel-
vicious cycle. There is only a come and their many offers of 
short three week period of rush· assistance. Special thanks go to 
ing that runs right into pledging, Steve Betheil of Pi Lam and Huss 
without allowing the perspe.ctives Bickler of SAN for service 
to see the fraternities as they "above and beyond the call of 
normally operate. This new sys- duty." 
tem would allow for a whole 
semester of rushing. They also 
argue that two pledge periods per 
year does not give the new 
brothers a chance to learn the 
workings of a fraternity before 
the next pledge program starts. 
Those who defend the present 
system of two semesters of pledg-
ing have an equally strong argu-
ment. One of their main points is 
that if a perspective docs not 
have the "cum" to pledge, he 
would have to wait a full year 
before he could rush again. This 
would drive away many students 
who had been considering frater-
nities. In addition, if a fraternity 
has one bad pledge class, it will 
suffer for a full year because of 
this. From the financial point of 
view, one bad pledge class, or 
losing a large number of brothers 
through graduation, forces a fra-
ternity to wait one full semester 
until it can fill its treasury again. 
We the Brothers of Sigma Al-
pha Nu feel that the arguments 
for keeping pledging as it now 
stands outweigh those for chang-
ing it. In taking a stand and pre-
senting both sides of the issue, 
we hope all the Greeks will re-
view their feelings before t h e 
final vote at I.F.C. 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Congratulations to Miss Pam 
Weaver who was selected Sweet-
heart of Phi Epsilon Kappa at the 
ball held last Saturday night. The 
brothers would like to thank 
everyone who attended and made 
it a huge success. 
The "Temptations" are work-
ing on a new routine for our next 
party. A sneak preview was had 
. by a few and the reaction was 
that the fans went wild! Pledging 
is almost ready to begin, and the 
brothers are getting prepared. 
Pledges get psyched! We would 
like to thank DK for their ad-
vice. The "Duck" is flying south 
and everyone is going north for 
the weekend {L.G.). "Diego" hit 
it big, but "Duke" got left out. 
A good time was had by all, b~t 
who's to say! 
Tammy now looks forward to 
a work-filled and fun-filled 
semester, including an exciting 
spring weekend. 
Pi Lambda Chi 
by Bill Mentz 
Silence Weck is almost ove:r 
and the time for making the big 
decisions is almost here. The 
Brothers of Pi Lambda Chi hope 
your decision is a wise one and 
we wish all rushces the best of 
luck. 
This Saturday Night, Pi Lam 
will have a "Love In" at their 
house, which· should prove to be 
very interesting. A week from 
this Saturday, Pi Lam will have 
a Ski Party at Intermount, with ~, 
night skiing, dancing, and drink-
ing. We're all looking forward to • 
it. We would also like to congrat-
ulate Harvey Older on his recent 
engagement to Susan Shipiro. We 
want to wish them the best of 
luck. 
Alpha Epsilon Rho 
by Ron Kobosko 
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the nation 
honorary Radio-Television fra- : 
ternity, held its second- rush ' 
party this Sunday at the Town 
House. Ail of us were well 
pleased with the immense suc-
cess of the affair and are looking 
forward to the beginning of pledg-
ing. Under our revised p 1 edge 
program, pledging should be a 
most interesting experience, as · 
well as a challenge, to the 
talented collegiate broadcasters · 
in our department. Bids have -;
1 been sent out, and we expect an -? 
alert, ambitious pledge class. ·+ 
"Spotlight," our weekly TV :·. 
series on events of interest to · 
the campus community, this week:: 
featured a discussion on the new 
organ in Ford Hall.· Our Alpha · 
Epsilon Rho piqs are in and can 
be seen on all the brothers and 
sisters. Plans for more social ~c-
tivities are in the works. At the 
same time, Alpha Epsilon Rho is 
producing and/or crewing more . 
and more shows for Total Tele-
vision, as we continue to combine~ 
the professionalism of an hOnor~ 
ary fraternity wif:h the social ad·1:· 
vantages of a social frat. -~ 
Pizza & Subs lit 
1' 
start at the Kent. For a sparkling evening the gracious 
Old English atmosphere is perfect. The mood at the 
Kent is just right for a quiet, intimate dinner. The in-
comparable food adds a luster to your evening. Dinner 
served from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. daily except Sunday. 
Late supper selections available 9:30 to 11: 15 p.m. 
Spaghetti & Meatballs 
11~-
Steaks, Hot Dogs ; 
Sausageburgers I · 
French Fries & Onion Rings !-. 
The Foods That Make 
PIRR0 1 S 
FAMOUS f&nt 
STEAK HOUSE 
109 South Aurora St., Ithaca, N.Y. Phon'o 272-1618 
Speedy Delivery 
To Your Door 
From 11 a.m. 'til 2 a.m. 
404 W. State AR 2-1950 
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acorn 11- t!!Jl;::) ...,,. __ -1 , IF n.. O . 1 ('((·els of the auction will enable by Fred Klcmpercr by Cynthia Montcrose ~ en u.. cg;,iU ~~ Jr0Snll irgannze J th(' class to adopt their orphan. 
Kappa Gamma Psi is now in the Q O · Aho, a nominating committee is 
midst of preparations for several The sisters are now organizing (:j)e:rv1ce 'A C~ass r, OHllgiress l)('mg organized for the purpose 
upcoming events. The house has and planning our spring recital o 'l..4 1 of electing the freshman attend-
come alive with rehearsals with which will be in the latter part ID 01l1\Q114'11-§oo -e,ee,<e,4 by Nezi Schlossberg ,ml, of Spring Weekend • 
our main efforts being directed of April. Elections for new offi- ~l.v .IP' l1. IL Tlw activities are not hmited 
towards our Spring Recital which cers will be taking place within by c. Lee The Frcshm:in Con~re,, 1s a I<' ,ocial activity The decisions 
will be held on April 16. At this a few weeks. by Terry Clark ! nev. 111novation. It is un1qul' in' regarding dorm policies have 
time, the Brotpers will give the Congratulations to Zillah Youn•• Have you heard ... that con- that no other class has such an ! been invested in the Congress. 
premiere performance of this on her professional performanc;, For Seniors who arc interested ~rats go to Delta Phi's pa m orgamzation m which a llason The two freshmen receiving the 
vear's commissioned work, which and best luck to Martha George in working in New York City, Weaver, the 1968 Sweetheart of exists between the clas, mcmlJPrs i highest cumulative indexes have 
~as written by Dr. Leslie Bassett. and Genie Hollander who will be here is an opportunity to find out Phi E K . . that streaks arc 'in' and the executive community : received money from the Con. 
Rehearsals arc also under way giving their recital in April. Keep what your chances arc. On Febru- in public this year ... that 'the' The Congress rcprcsPntat1ve, arc· gre~s for their achievement. All 
for our annual Original Composi- in touch to be informed on what's ary 27, Mrs. Ellen Blake of the Coming Generation missed its President Tom Capraro, Vice Fro,h Congress meetings arc 
tions recital for which Kappa has happening! I Career Planning Unit, Profession- calling ... that Jose Greco will President D:1vc ~1a~tcrs. Secrc- open, and the responsibilities of 
received several fine works. A al Placement Center will be avail- be here March 27th ... that three tary Lexa Lar5on, and Tr('asurer the class arc consequently dis-
committee of faculty members : able for discussion at 12 Noon in birthdays were celebrated at Art Badavas. In addition, there Pl'r,ed. Appomt('d as committee 
will choose the best composition i the Careers Reference Room. Someplace Else sharing one cup- arc two representatives from each heads are Fred Lander!, float 
at the recital to be held on Feb- Delta Sigma Pi Graduates who are interested in cake for 6 people ... that Pebble dorm and four from Quarry. committee chairman; Emily 
ruary 28, and the winner will be art, advertising, pubishing, busi- no longer has virgin cars . . . Meetings arc lwld in the indi- Klinger, nomination committee 
awarded a $25 prize and a tape by Robert Arenstein ncss management, engineering, that B ball sessions lasted record victual dormitories, and suggcs- chairman: Ted Cohen. dance com-
of the performance. science, education, phychology, times this semester ... that Delta lions arc then brought to the mittee chairman; Linda Stahler 
Kappa will continue its tradi- As rushing comes to an end social work, medicine, and nurs- Phi and Gamma Delt arc getting Congress meetings to be discus- and Darrylin Kolb, publicity 
tional policy of q_olding as many and each individual has the op- ing are invited to talk with this together for a party at the DK scd and ratified. chairmen: and Dave Masters, 
open and closed house recitals as t ·1 representative of the New York lodge, how's that for Greek un1·tv?. The activities and rcsponsibili- frosh auction chairman. All in all, 
. pos51"ble The Brothers w1·11 en por um Y to go fraternity or not, • t·1ns of th C n the precedent being set by th1·s 1~ · - State Department of Labor, n1· .... that Mother's Cookie Co., i, ~ c O gress arc numerous 
. y a \ closed house reci·tal on we hope everyone will consider arid si·gni·f· 1 s 1 d"ff _vcar·s Freshman ConL_'ress 1·s well-Jo vision of Employment. Individual not just a preferred stock . . . ican · even Y I er- ·-· 
February 25, and shortly there- his choice wisely. Joining a fr.,. interviews and applications in that the song "Baby, I Can Take cnt volunteers had been requisi- accepted and most noteworthy. 
after, at a time to be announced, tcrnity is something that a per- connection with this service will or Leave Your Lovin',, became tioncd for the Jefferson Airplane 
there will be an open house re- son must want to work for in also be available. more popular over the weekend Concert. staging, set up, lighting, 
cital. We look forward to seeing th t th and quiet hours for \Vintcr Week-
order to become a good member Seniors who are interested in a · · · a e Jeslcx Publications 
all students interested in music ·11 S f end were arranged by the Con. 103 N. Aurora 
273-9922 of the unit. noon session on resume writing wi pay or your great works if at all of Kappa's functions. 0 d th grcss. A dance to be held March PI are asked to s1·gn 1·n wi·th Mrs. Y u sen em to Box L-8 before Two events which the Brothers ans are underway to co- 1" t· 29 will be sponsored by the Con. Schroeder in the Careers Refer- vaca wn · · · that you'd think 
arc looking forward to with great ordinate Spring Weekend w i t h (' D It grcss and all frosh will be ad-
ence Room and receive the pre- ,amma c owned a flower shop . 
interest are the spring pledge Deltasig Alumni· "'eekend for the fo 11 th t' bl . milted free. The freshman class !BOG DADDY 
SlUlBS 
" liminary assignment. r a a s oomm' there ... 
period and Spring Weekend. fraternity. We hope this will in- that there might be a ticket or will be able to enjoy active par-
Several ideas for our float, which The offices of both Mr. Lowe, ticipation in Spring Weekend fcs-
1 . crease participation by our alum- Director of Services for Career two left for the Wilson Pickett f ·r is a ways unique, have already 
I 
show tonight when the exodus 1v1 1es as a result of the Con-
been proposed and are being dis- ni in the fraternity. - P ans, and Mrs. Schroeder arc lo- moves to Cornell · . gress. The float is to be built by, 
cussed. This semester's pledge Last week, the manager of the cated on the second floor of the take G k · 4· h 
th
at what freshmen, and an auction is be- 1
1 
f It ff" s some ree s ours takes · " h program has been revised and Collegetown branch of the First acu Y o ice building (Arts and I others 18 40 and 60 · th t m"' sc cduled for the preceding Discount on Orders over 20 
should prove. to be interesting N t· 1 B k Sciences Building.) II o_ Id Elain'c R~binson rzo. t · st.artead I day of the weekend. The pro- ! ·~-------------' 
10 VARIETIES 
and fun for everyone. Remember, a iona an of Ithaca presented - 1 _______________ -________ .:...:_.:...:.===::. to us an interesti·ng and 511·mulat- NEW PUBLICATIONS: m a Ford ... that Rat made it; THINK GREEK and don't forget , 
response mght which is February ing discussion on "Banking To- Ross Reports Television: New !hru. 21 · · · that they're wonder- J ENJOY THE ELEGANCE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE IN THIS AREA ... 8 York Casting,· Nati·onal Scri·pt mg rf all the pcnicillan on cam- I 25, at :00 p.m. day." pu · f 1 h Contracts-Television. 1 n de x, s is or s rep t roat ... that, 
Phi Delta Pi 
by Sharon T. Wolk 
Spring rushing is over, and the 
pledge period is about to. begin. 
We hope that all those receiving 
bids will seriously consider which 
house will best meet their needs. 
Responses must be in by Mon-
day, February 26, at midnight. 
For those receiving our bids there 
are three types of responses: a 
yes, a no, and a hold for finan-
cial or personal reasons. Pledir-
ing officially begins Tuesday, 
February 27, 1968. 
We would like to congratulate 
the .Physical Education Depart-
ment on the organization and 
administration of the Symposium. 
We all hope that Mother Andi 
will soon be up and around again. 
AMES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
AR 3-4911 
"Ames Aims To Please" 
GUN & TACKLE 
CENTER 
k--~ ~ SKI r_,~ ~~ GOGGLES z/$1.98 
GENUINE GJ. 
30 Calibre Ammo Boxes r:l$.98 
NEW COLD WEATHER 
Face Mask 
U.S. Navy 
WOOL LINED 
$1.25 
504 W. State AR 2-9577 
Inc. March 1st is the first organ dedi- CLINTON HOTfE!l.. 
OTIERBEIN CURRICULUM Cont. 
alternate days as under the 
Broadcasting, The Business Week-
ly of Television and Radio-
1968 Yearbook. 
present program. Inter-terms arc INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: 
int~gral parts of the calendar to Tues., February 27 continental 
which ~efinite academic activities I Insurance co. ' 
are assigned. T F 
Th . ues. ebruary 27 Professional e faculty approval climaxed Pl ' C ' 
a three year study made by the acement enter 
faculty Curriculum Committee Tues., February 27, Manufactur-
and a special planning committee ers Hanover Trust 
headed by Academic Dean James Wed., February 28, Carnation Co. 
V. Miller and five members of Thurs., February 29, Rochcstt•r 
the faculty. Gas and Electric. 
&? . 
l •• ~ , .. 
Spring's romounttic cu1rls 
The romantic curls of Spring are waiting to be had 
at Rothschild's . . . piled, swirled, dipped and 
fluffed into all the very newest styles. Come in 
and seef 
ROTHSCHILD'S 
BEAUTY SALON 
call today 
AR 2-1613 
Third Floor 
cation recital ... that the cam-
pus is certainly enjoying the ad-
vantages of the student govern-
ment sanctioned snack truck, 
aren't we? ... that the Arc-You-! 
Kidding-A\vard-Of-Thc-Week goes· 
to the four guys in Pi Lam who 
stayed up all night for a bridge 
fiasco. 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
BANQUETS, PRIVATE PARTIES, MEETINGS 
in the Beautiful Main Ballroom 
Also Special Rcoms for any e\rent Phone 273-3222 
ROOMS REMODELED and REFURBISHED FOR YOUR 
GUESTS by the Day or Week with FREE Parking Facilities 
GREYHOUND 
!EXPRESS 
~® 
NON-STOP IEXl?RfESS TO NrEW Y(Q)IRIJ{ <C~"irY 
MAIRCIHI 711 8 & 9 
IItollJlindl l'rrip (Musa- ll'etuirD'il !by AIPli'D~ ]) - $]4.95 
One WOJY $9.75 
NON-STOP TO NEW YORK CITY (Port Authority) 
Thursday, March 7th - 3:00 p.m. 
!Friday, March 8th 8:50 a.m. 
12:lSp.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
6:05 p.m. 
12:25 a.m. 
Saturday, March 9th - 8:50 a.m. 
12:15 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
6:05 p.m. 
All Departures from Greyhound Terminal 
701 W. STATIE ST., ITHACA 
Call AR 2-7930 for other schedules and reservations. 
;j 
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The World 
if ffheels 
by Jack Gedney and Ran Cohn 
PO RSCll l·.S \\ I'\' D:\ YTO\: :\ CO'.\TI '.'\ENT.\ L: The mterna-
tional rac11w 1e.1m lrom Porsche cleaned up at the fourth an-
nual run11111; of the T,,e11ty-Four I-lour Daytona Continental. 
The smnorh running Porsches, \\'h1ch ha,·e always been know_n 
for unbclin·ablc reliahilitv, \\e1e able ro rake top honors this 
n·.1r i11stl',1d of 1u,r first ·111 class, due to the new F.I.:\. ruling 
iimit111" d1,pbc~me11t of 3 litres ( 183 cubic inches), instead of 
7 litre;." ( --127 cubic mche, ). The supn-fast Ford \lark IV's, the 
Ferrari\, and rh,: Chap.1rr:il's \H'fl' all disbanded by this ruling, 
and rhu, Porsche was able to demonstrate \\hat automotive 
af1ciona<lm had ;:]wav, kno\\n. and that is, pound for pound, 
litre for ]nre, noth111g· c;1n b1:;1t the amazing Porsches. The Ford 
\ lo tor Comp;111y "as, hm, ever, represented, but only in a Ii m-
ired m;111ner. bv the Ford of England team, sponsored by John 
\\\·er. \\\ er h;;d t\\O outmoded G.T. -!O's on hand, and air hough 
th~ spirited driving of Gran Pnx rookie Jackie lckx put the 
No. 8 Ford on the poll- \\'1th a I 19.370 miles per hour ( a new 
record): rhev were soon to fall di with rnech:rnical failures, 
broken gearb.oxe:;, etc. The only glimmer of hope 111 the Fol\loCo 
stable was a real "dark horse," a 302 Trans Am :\Iustang with 
J crry Titus, Ronnie Bucknum up, placed fourth overall, a!1d 
first of Trans .<\m sedan cars. General \lotors, under the g111se 
of Sunrav DX r:icinp: team, pulled off a fine win in the G.T. 
class with Jen; Grant and David \!organ taking a ''slight!)''' 
modified !96i Corvette across the line first in its class, but 
tenth o,·erall. The biggest crowd pleaser, however, ,vas one Mr. 
George \\'altham, who drove his !\!organ solo for twenty-four 
hours and gai11ed the dubious di,tinction of finishing thirtieth 
out of thirtv finishers. 
IS NOTHI~G SACRED??? This question immediately pops 
to an auto enthusiasts mind this week upon hearing of the Volks-
wagens submission to lethargy. The Volks people haYe for years 
Romey you're going to 
do what in Stellar's 
--.---· - --
don't worry Dave, almo;t :, 
coed can do it. 
played down the fact that they lacked an automatic transmis-
s1<>11, and in fact their ads claimed, "The V\\1 stick shift, it makes 
you feel wanted." This has all changed and the '68 beetle offers 
a German made Saxomat semi-automatic gearbox. The driver 
needs onlv shift once, when exceeding 50 miles per hour, with 
this set111; and has the knowledge that for $138 dollars he's 
gained four less miles per gallon, eight less miles per hour top 
speed, and infinitely less charisma with fellow members of the 
"Beep Beep" club, not to menton with his friendly gas station 
attendant. Is Nothing Sacred?? 
NI-IRA WINTERNATIONALS: The world of drag racing has 
a new king, at least temporarily, in the figure of one Mr. Jim 
\\'arren. Jim literally "rocketed' 'to fame at the Winternationals, 
by capturing the Top Fuel Eliminator cr'JWn with a tire melting 
6.87 seconds, 2:i0.76 mph, run to /!:Jory. Jim's machine is Chrys-
ler I-lemi powered and must turn out a fantastic 1500 horse-
power ro reach such ~peeds in only one-quarter of a mile. Last 
yi:ar's Top Fuel winner, Connie Kalirta, had about the only 
cc,mpetitive Ford offering, and even his SOHC 427 was unable 
to stem the \.loPar tide. Chrysler also walked off with top Gas 
Eliminator, with perennial favoriate Gordon "Collecting" Col-
lett making it two ye;irs in a row wth 7.88, 187 mph ,un i'n 
his Hemi. Chrysler also scored in Comeptition Eliminator, with. 
Gene Snow':- "Rambunctious," but Ford kept some hope alive 
hy taking Super Stock eliminator~ The amazing Chevrolet's 
\\ hich seem invincible in the lower stock classes, practically 
"iped out all competition from C to Z stock, and took Stock and 
Street Elminator to boot. Not bad for a company that's "out of 
racin~." 
AUTOI\IOTIVE GRAFFITI ( i.e. an inscription or drawing 
scratched on a rock, JV ebster's) - "Ford Hates Charles De 
Gau/fr." The Ford Motor Company is now stuck with at least 
a -dozen of the world's fastest antique cars thanks to ·that master 
of international snobbery, Monsieur Charles De Gaulle..,_It seems 
that the F.I.A. (Federation Internationale d'Automobile}, 
;111 obviously French sanctioning body, has limited engine size 
at Le i\lans to three litres, effectively banning the 7 litre Fords 
that have won the number one French race two years running. 
So Ford Motor Company is now stuck with at least twelve 225 
mile per hour, $100,000 cars which aren't allowed to race any-
where,. and thus lay claim to the title of world's fastest white 
elephants on a used car lot. 
-- -- --
a minute Mr. Powers 
this is my chick & I don't 
know if I like this! 
Exactly what will Romey 
be doing this Saturday ••• 
in the middle of STELi.AR'S 
showroom? 
Come visit us this Saturday 
afternoon. Feb. 24 and 
you'll see how easy it is 
to build your own music 
system from Dynakits. 
*STELLAR* 
10 Graham Road West 
273 - 9333 
9 - 5:30 Monday-Friday 
9 - 5:00. Saturdays 
PEACE Comes To IC 
Every Other Friday 
by Lauralyn Bellamy 
There's a 11ew paper at I.C. with a catchy name: PEACE 
It comes out every other Friday, .including today. Peace is pub-
fo,hecl by the Ithaca College Students and Faculty Against th .. 
\\·ar in Vietnam. 
The second edition, February 12th, had a lot of impor-
tant information and interesting articles. Peace cove.-ed a draft 
counseling service. Located at 306 N. Aurora in room five of 
the Unitarian Parish House, the Selective Service Information 
Center is open Tu~~days, Thursday·s, and Fridays from 2-_, 
P.M. One of the counselors stated the service "would providl' 
information on any question" but "not try to lead people in an::, 
direction." 
There were several articles on the reasons for opp9sitio11 
to Dow Chemical's campus recruiting. If the Cornell demonstra-
tions of this past week didn't make sense to you, these article, 
may give you a clearer understanding of their a~tions. Find out. 
A lengthy examination of F.-ank Harvey's excellent ( pro-
administration) book Air War: Viet Nam was thought-provok-
ing. The article describei:l the various aircraft being used and 
how they are employed. It also d~scrbed the many kinds of am-
munition used, from lncinderje!l to CBUS. 
The paper also had a very rea·ciable story in the literar:, 
coh.Jmn, notices of various meetings, and information about the 
McCarthy campaign. 
Peace would like anyone who is interested to write in their 
opinions, stories, letters, cartoons about the war, WHETHER 
YOU BE A HA WK, DOVE, OR ANY OTHER BIRD! Since 
Peace is free, they are in desperate need-of contributions 
(money) to keep them alive. Send all literary and monetary 
contributions to Peter Orville, Dorm 12, box 1314. 
It is exciting to sec a new paper come into· being, csp-ecially 
at I.C. Peace has the potential of becoming a real forum for 
both sides of the issue. If all you hawks are tired of seeing the 
peaceniks -hogging headlines, this is an excellent opportunity for 
you to get into. print and reach them. You might nlso learn 
more about the history and facts of Vietnam, and get added in-
sight into the dove's position. Remember-PEACE COMES 
FRIDAY! 
Last week,_ The Ithacan reported "1968 Cayugan to Stress 
Creativity." I believe the major reason The Cayugan is nor 
an exciting yearbook is because of the high school format for 
_the senior pictures. Senio.-s should have the right to. submit any 
pictures of themselves they wish. Instead, they come off the 
"professional" photographer's assembly line with a stifling lack 
of personality and an uncanny re·semblance to one another! 
Hopefully, the juniors will break the mold next year and reallv 
make The Cayu.gan a personal, creative tribute to the class of 
1969! 
HOTEL LEONARDO 
Friday Matinee 
Special! 
3 -6 P.M. 
105 N. Aurora St. 
BELLE HARBOR 
IS ALIVE, WELL 
AND 
CO_l.tlNG SOON! 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE AR 2-2111 
H & ff liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
lthac:a, N. Y. 
THE PASTRY SHOP Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 113 N. Aurora Al 2-r.172 
STEW UNDERWOOD 
invites you _ 
to dine in the Crew Room 
Extensive Menu 
Private Rooms for Banquets 
Reasonably Priced 
Cocktails 
SUNNYSIDE 
FtEE>T~UR.A.l'-IT 
Rte. 13 S. at Corner Elmira Rd. and S. -Meadow St., Ithaca 
Open 11:30 A.M.-to 9 P.M. daily, except Mondays 
Phone AR 3-1200 PLENTY OF FREE PARKING 
- .' 
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS 
~\ Concert Review 
Wednesday night, February 14, the 75th Anniversary 
Concert Series came to an end with the appearance of the 
young violinist, James Oliver Buswell IV. Buswell, rated as one.-
of the top young violinists in the world today, gave a varied 
program consisting of the Sonata No. 4 in E minor, K. 304 by 
Mozart; the Partita No. 3 in E major by J. S. Bach; the Sonata 
in D minor, Opus 108 by Brahms; the Duo Concertant by 
Stravinsky; Variations on a theme by Corelli, by Tartini; and 
three compositions by Fritz Kreisler, Allegretto· in the style of 
Boccherini, Liebesliecf, and Liebesfreud. The program ended 
with two encores: a short piece by Chopin, and Introduction 
Tarantelle by Sarasarte. 
The performance by Mr. Buswell demonstrated why he is 
50 widely acclaimed today. He_ displayed an impeccable tech-
nique. His warm and rich tone was a pleasure to hear, although 
at the beginning of the program, particularly in the Mozart 
sonata, this beautiful sound was lost, due to a poor balance 
with the £iano which sometimes drown_ed him out. Howe_ver, 
with the Brahms, the poor balance disappeared. One slight 
setback to Mr. Buswell's performance was his spiccato. In the 
Mozart, for instance, he never achieved the light crisp spiccato 
needed for the work. Instead, a rather scratchy sound was pre-
dominant, which did not fit the character of the piece. How-
ever Mr. Buswell's fine tone and beautifully controJled bow 
stroke made up for this slight shortcoming. 
Mr. Buswell's accompanist was David Garvey, and the two 
made an excellent combination. Mr. Garvey sailed through his 
part, making an important contribution (as ~s expected of a 
good accompanist) to the success of the evenmg. 
WICB-TV Features 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 29 
6:30 p.m. Clubhouse 
A weekly children's show with 
music and games and the nut-
ty friends of Clubhouse regu-
lars Bill and Bill. 
by Bob J.oe 
. Two weeks ago, we brought the soul movement up to the 
Spring of 1967. At that time, Atlantic Records released "I Never 
Loved a Man" by Aretha Franklin, her first record for the com-
pany. It was an overnight million seller. The record industry 
sat up and took notice. All the "experts" agree that a female 
artist does not spell "hit record"-especially by "diminishing" 
her chances with a soul sound. But Aretha beat the odds. Some-
one, somewhere, was doing something right. 
Aretha Franklin is twenty-five years old. Before signing 
with Atlantic Records in late 1966, she had given her talents 
to Columbia Records; Columbia obviously did not give any of 
their talents to her. She started out with a ball of fire for 
Columbia in 1961 with an updated version of "Rockabye Your 
Baby"-and that was that. For the next five years, she wasteq 
away. Her in-person performances rated high critical acclaim. 
She got the message across. But the records bombed. Columbia 
just could not utilize her talents on record; the arrangements 
did not suit her style, did not have the drive to bring out her 
soul. A superior talent was treated with wretched care-it did 
not make sense. 
So Aretha shopped around and found Atlantic Records. 
Atlantic is a well-established label in both the jazz and R & B 
fields. Some of the finest musicians in the business are associated 
with this company. Aretha had found herself a "machine" that 
worked. This was a company that understood R & B, that under-
stood SOUL, that understood ARETHA's soul. Atlantic execu-
tive and producer Jerry Wexler provided some talented, know-
ledgable backup musicians for her recording sessions,-men who 
had some insight into soul music. And thus a million seller 
was born. That in its~lf is not the vital accomplishment. Junk 
like the Trashmen's "Surfin Bird" have sold a million copies or 
more. It is rather her pronounced effect on the entire music 
industry. Aretha followed with "Respect," another million seller, 
one of the biggest records of 1967. And then three more con-
secutive million sellers-absolutely unheard of! The Supremes 
sell a lot of records, but their gold records come far and few 
between. 
Over eighty young mu~cia~s 
of Tompkins county, rangmg lil 
a"e from 7 to 18, will be per-
f;rming over WICB-TV Thursday 
evening February 29, from 9 ~ 
10 p.m. on the-"Parade of Ameri-
can Music." The hour-lon? pr?" 
~-- gram, the eighth of its kind, i_s 
dedicated to the Parade of Ameri-
can :Music, sponsored each F_eb-
ruary by the National Federation 
of Music Clubs. It bas been _ar-
ranged locally by 1?_e Tompkms 
County Junior Music Clubs, an 
organization sponsored by the 
Youth Bureau, the Lions Club, 
and the Ithaca Music Club. 
6:45 Spotlight 
Special news features. 
7:00 Newsline: Ithaca 
Ithaca and area news with Bill 
Groody, Mayor Kiely's weekly 
report to the people, and the 
weather outlook. 
7:30 Sportsman's Corner 
Gene Slater's sports comments 
followed by a look at the Ith-
aca College Varsity Swimming 
team in action against Oswego. 
The number of copies sold, however, is incidental. It is 
the musical content that counts. Pick up any survey today and 
count the soul-flavored sounds. Artists like Frankie Valli are 
injecting soul into their performances. You can almost guaran-
tee twenty-five out of the top fifty records have a "soul" 
within them, Negro artist or White. . 
And we can thank Atlantic and Aretha Franklin for put-
ting the soul movement into its highest gear yet. The progress 
had been steady, but slow. Summer 1967, saw the nationwide 
acceptance of soul. Aretha Franklin. helped the movement to 
jump 100 rungs on that long, long ladde_r. 
MOVIE REVIEW 
The nineteen numbers will in-
clude piano, vocal, and harp solos, 
choral selections, group perform-
ances on brass, wind, percussion, 
1 and fretted instruments, tap bal-
let and jazz dances, an acrobatic 
act and a baton and hoop duet, 
All music is by American com-
posers and photographs and .other 
visual material about them and 
their compositions will be pre-
sented during the show. 
This year's Parade stresses the 
lighter American compositions, 
such as musical comedy, operetta, 
and jazz selections, and pieces for 
young instrumentalists. Director 
for WICB-TV will be William Har-
rison and the producer for the 
Tompkins County Junior Music 
Clubs will be Mrs. Janice Mann. 
The program will be video-taped 
on Saturday, February 24. 
8:00 Quad 
by Richard Gerdau 
Campus news, events, edi- ST ATE-Bonnie and Clyde 
torials, and interviews from The main criticism leveled at Warren Beatty and Arthur 
the Cornell and Ithaca College I Penn's Bonnie and Clyde is that the characters portrayed by 
campuses. Faye Dunaway and Beatty himself are far from what the true 
8:30 Ensemble . Bonnie Parker and Clyde Barrow were like. This fact is true 
Ithaca College student ChrlS but highly irrelevant. Does one criticize Shakespeare because 
Doney playing selections for his histories differ from fact? 
Baroque trumpet. So it is granted from the start that the film Bonnie and 
9:00 Parade of American Music Clyde and the real Bonnie and Clyde are two different things. 
Tompkins Count~ student m~- Faye Dunaway and Warren Beatty in the title roles are too 
s!cians perfor:nmg composi- good looking, too_ p_athetic, and too i~volving ~o be compared 
tions by Amencan composers. with the true sad1st1c and demented killers of history. But they 
The show is sponsored by t~e are these things for thematic purposes. When the protagonists 
National Federation of Music start . their career of crime it is an alluring, romantic, adven-
Clubs. turous and almost an enviable thing in an era when a whole 
10:00 Roundtable society ,vas frustrated and lost in a depression. As their first 
Unrehearsed, live, discussions n'er-do-well deeds are performed we hear a happy bango tune 
of current events with mem- accompanying the heroes. This happiness is theirs. They have 
bers of the faculties of Ithaca found a relief from everyday boredom and a road to lasting 
College and Cornell. fame. The fact that it is an infamy is of little importance. They 
11-:00 Sign-off have latched on to their key to glory and bask in the publicity 
of the newspapers and die worship of the oppressed classes of 
WICB Looks For 
their milieu. They are unaware of the fact that what they are 
doing is wrong. They ~re thoughtless to the_ death an1 de~truc-
tion they leave in their pa~h. And so,. until the ending_ 1s the 
audience. But wheh that violent end fmally comes we become 
aware that these cocky heroes who have seemed so likable and 
justifiable deserve no bette_r than the brutal finish they co_me 
to. It is too late for Bonnic and Clyde themselves to realize. 
The society that they have been taking revenge on has taken its 
revenge on them. 
Student Feedback 
In a continuing attempt to pro-
gram WICB the way the students 
want it, we are asking for your 
, comments and criticisms. If you 
feel that something is lacking 
from WICB or that something 
should be altered, by all means 
drop a line to us via inter-campus 
mail. 
WICB, of course, will continue 
its campus service policy to serve 
campus organizations in their 
non-profit activities (rush parties, 
lectures, etc.). Just call or write· 
us with the information and we 
will broadcast it as often as pos-
sible. 
On the sports schedule at 
WICB: tonight, hockey vs: Salem 
State at 8:50; tomorrow, basket-
ball vs. Susquehanna at 7:50; 
Tuesday, basketball vs. Buffalo at 
8:05; next Wednesday, basketball 
vs. Oswego at 7:50. 
If you are looking for a pro-
gram which is a pleasant inter-
action of information and enter-
tainment, then we invite you to 
tune in Morning Life on WICB-
FM .. ; and WICB-AM. 
Producer Pete Wallace de-
scribes the program as "totally 
unique to the Ithaca area". y,e 
are sure you will enjoy "Mornmg 
Life" each Saturday from 9 to 
noon. 
It never ceases to amaze us 
how each week ''Wonderland" 
with Steve Schwartz gains more 
listeners. You hear LIVE talent 
and the totally unexpected! Listen 
this Thursday night at 10. 
- WICB-FM is proud to announce 
that Thursday evenings at 8:00 
Bill Groody does a .radio edition 
of Newsline Ithaca, from Total 
Television. This is Ithaca's most 
·comprehensive local news report. 
Then at 8:30, WICB-FM carries 
another Total Television show, 
"Quad". 
The film then becomes, in its somewhat sensational cover-
ing, one of the most mo~alto come from Hollywood in ages. 
Violent revenge and rebcllwn can only breed !11ore of the s~me. 
The audience that loved and laughed at Bonnie and Clyde fmds 
itself shocked and speechless when it realizes that what they 
found enjoyable ( as B and C foun? their first crimes fun) is ~n 
reality devastating and to be avoided at all costs. The movie 
means to restate an awareness that the glory of the violent 
and acceptance of violence itself as an answer to anything is 
to be despised. 
It has been suggested to_ me that the film defeats it~ ow_n 
purpose, for t~e vwl~nce it 1s_ supposed to be condemning is 
exactly what 1s making the film so popular to thousands of 
viewers. Granted there will he some who only see the film for 
its piquant brutality. But there arc als? thos_e of us who arc 
capable to seeing_ through to_ what the film tnes to ~et at. To 
this I answer with a question posed by Alfred H1tchcock-
"l\-1ust we gear our ente~tainn:icnts to the lowest members_ of the 
audience?" T\1e_ariswer 1s agam no. For wh~n we do t~e v1_olence 
becomes hke 1t 1s m so many of ~lollywood s c?mmerc1al films-
enjoyable, ,..,id~spread, and meanmgless. Bonnie and Clyde n:iay 
tantalize the sick among us but for those capable of appreciat-
ing it, the film's ariti-violence statements become a lasting and 
brilliant piece of cmema art. 
dll~-/J~ 
by Sul.lln Longakor 
. In keeping with the quality of this column, I am presenting 
this week several poems recently shown to me by a good friend. 
He does i:iot pretend to be a poet, but ~as all the qualifications, 
as you will presently sec-The only thmg I can add is that the 
beauty in the poems is indeed, that which is of him and in him. 
I respectfully present ... S. Beshunsky 
Colo1ir 
The crowds throng, 
pack and push. 
The come to hate. 
Inside it is black; 
but for one light, 
in the center. 
Cigar smoke, blue-gray 
against the light. 
Two men sit amidst 
the hate. 
At ringside a bell 
sounds. 
A hush settles the building. 
Everyone catches their breath. 
White and black 
converge on the 
hard, tan canvas. 
Red, cheers, Red; 
Hate 
0 • 0 
The Drought of Tirne 
Thundering traffic ruined 
the quiet serenity of the river. 
A lone oarsman made his way 
back to the distant boathouse. 
The wake he left was lost 
against the shores. 
For one moment the evening's 
red sun fell behind a cloud, 
then it reflected on the gray water. 
And the traffic was gone, 
And the oarsman stopped, his wake 
could not reach the distant banks. 
The sun never set and darkness 
never came. A fiery yellow ball 
dangled on a string. 
The lights of an electric city died out. 
And years passed and the thinker was 
covered with dust. The oarsman, 
pale and withered, never rowed again, 
and his wake never reached 
the distant shores. 
Only the tides ever succeed. 
From ( Passing thoughts from Robin Hood Dell, Philadelphia) 
Couples on blankets 
on the ground 
in the evening. 
Red dresses spot the 
yellow-green grass 
and quietly listen to 
the music of the centuries. 
Surrounded by bleakness 
The Dell is the light 
of the city. 
No stars, no sun; only 
the quiet admirers of 
the beauty of symphonic. 
Green-black pines outline 
the velvet indigo sky. 
From the hills echo 
the tones of the century. 
Golden light cast into 
the dark by a thousand lamps. 
And the sacreligious call of 
"ice cold coke". 
0 0 
'Tis of love and life the poet writes 
and war and death he scorns. 
and if he writes of mice and men 
must his children still be born 
into the life of love their writes 
and the war and death he scorns. 
0 
Under the baton of Professor 'I by Mussorgsky and later, orches-
Robcrt Prins, the Ithaca College tratel by Maurice Ravel. 
Orchestra will perform a concert "Pictures at an Exhibition" is a 
tomorrow at 4 p.m. in Ford Hall. musical tribute to a deceased 
The ensemble will open the pro- artist friend, Victor Hartmann. 
gram with the Overture of Mo- There are 10 "pictures" in the 
hart's familiar opera, "Marriage suite plus a recurring Prominade, 
of Figaro," followed by the infre- among them a Medieval castle, a 
quently performed "Five Pieces nutcracker shaped like a gnome, 
for Orchestra, Opus 10" by Anton a ballet of unhatched chicks, the 
Webern and "El Salon Mexico" marketplace at Limoges, Roman 
by Aaron Copland. catacombs and the famed gate at 
The second of the program will Kiev. 
be devoted to the popular "Pie- Soloists will be Philip DeLibero, 
tures at an Exhibition," composed saxophone; Barbara Andrus, tenor 
as a set of piano pieces in 1874 tuba; and Donald Riale, trumpet. 
:: 
r 
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Self IEvaBuation (Continued) 
12. 
13. 
14. 
What is there to attract outstanding faculty members? 
A. Pay? 
B. Prestige? 
C. Working conditions? 
D. Superior equipment? 
E. Stimulating atmosphere? 
F. Congenial conditions? 
G. Research facilities? 
H. Room for professional growth? 
I. Other? 
On what basis are students chosen or rejected for Ithaca 
Collegei' 
A. Intellectual brilliance? 
B. Family wealth or social position? 
C. Peer leadership? 
D. Rounded accomplishments? 
E. Ideals and ambitions? 
F. Conformity to campus morals and regulations? 
G. Independence of thou~ht? 
H. Promise of future emmence? 
I. Creativity? 
What standards are followed in selecting faculty? 
A. Scholarship only? 
B. Research capability? 
C. Teaching aptitude? 
D. Conformity to a school or department norm? 
E. Recognition achieved? 
The Derby 
Cocktail Loungo 
The Ithacan would 
Come with your dates and 
dance to a smooth band 
every Saturday night. 
like to extend a warm 
welcome to Margaret 
Webster and her In-
finite Variety. ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
Elmira Rd. - 272-971S 
Exclusive Dealer lo, 
Ithaca College 
Physical Therapy 
Rings and Pins 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
144 E. State St. AR 2-1810 
Open Fri. 'til 9:00 p.m. Frank Hammer 
Spectrum (Continued) 
The problem extends into other areas as well explains 
Hanna: "The best faculty will go where the best students and 
best facilities arc available. I felt that the college should have 
the money to provide these facilities and students as well as 
(faculty) salaries. To do all these things the- college would 
necessarily need to raise large sums every year," 
Hanna's job was to raise these large sums, but he failed. 
He explains why: "I was brought here to prepare a plan for the 
board ( of trustee's), and to justify the need to begin a major 
capital gifts fund raising program. The plan was never pre.rented 
to the trustees." 
• • • 
Pat Hanna spent the spring and early summer of 1%7 
interviewing department chairmen and administrators to find 
the future needs in terms of scholarships, fa_culty enhancement, 
instructional equipment, new facilities (including new con-
struction), and other tangible general needs. Says Hanna of the 
initial total: "It was over $80 million for the next ten year." 
Hanna next passed the estimates on to the administrative heads. 
"Provost Davies and President Dillingham worked over this 
list of needs," says Hanna, "and reduced it to $30 million, which 
they felt would be the minimum required to maintain the col-
lege at it's pre.rent level of excellence. What ever that level 
may be." 
Hanna explains the essentials of any fund raising drive of 
this magnitude, and thus provides an insight to why it-.never 
happened at Ithaca: " ... requires a complete dedication of 
trustees, faculty, and administration to the established goals; a 
fund raising organization of professionals dedicated to the suc-
cess of the program; complete involvement of the faculty, stu-
dents, administration, alumni, and the community." How much 
of this docs Ithaca have at present? "None," says Hanna. · 
Hanna made up proposals to set the goals of the fund rais-
ing program, and how to involve all elements of the community 
or all that needed to be involved. "The proposals were never 
submitted to the board of trustees," says Hanna. For an 
answer as to why not Hanna went to the third floor of the Job 
Building. "Provost Davies," says the helpless fund-raiser, "told 
me unofficially that the reasoning was, since the trustees 
had approved a $35 million debt_ on the college, they would be 
shocked at learning the college needed another $30 million; 
therefore, it was felt desirable to postpone this shocking news 
to a later date." 
This information did not fit what Hanna had been told 
earlier. "At a meeting_ of a group of trustees, which the Pro-
vost attended," says Hanna, ''in Augt,ist of '66, at the summer 
home of trustee president George Textor in the Thousand 
Islands all present seemed agreed that it was ~bsolutely essen-
tial fol Ithaca College to engage in a capital gifts program." 
Hanna's information comes from a copy of the minutes of that 
meeting. 
Hanna continues: "Chris Rumrill, chairman of the trustee 
committee on development, who interviewed me before I was 
employed (Feb. 1%7 his contract began) by the college told me 
-that it was-'necessary for the college to begin such a program." 
The postponement of Hanna's plan lagged on "I was told," 
says Hanna continuing, "that the plan would probably be 
presented to the trustees at their October meeting-but it was 
not." · 
Hanna had decided in June that if the plan were not pre-
sented in October, there would be no reason for him to stay, 
After the October meeting, Hanna told Thomas Pulaski, his 
immediate superior, how he felt. Pulaski told him: " ... it was 
not presented,_ and therefore my contract would not be renewed 
in February." 
"Several members of the administration," says Hanna, ex. 
plaining '"'.hy he stayed around from October ,until February, 
"recommended very strongly to me that I remam until a report 
by a firm of management counsultants on college administra-
tion was presented- to the trustees. This was on the assumption 
that major administrative changes would result. By the time 
that happened, I had become alienated from the college adminis-
tration to the point that it was mutually satisfactory that I 
leave.': On February 13th, Han_na officially left. Even before 
~hat, the colclge reassigned his office to the library's third 
floor and taken out his phone-more than a nwnt/r, before. 
• . - • 
Hanna leaves Ithaca College ·feeling no hate, only a strong 
sorrow, and a deep pity. "/ felt that the imagination, and dar-
ing that resulted in this new campus," states Hanna, "u·as 
gone!" 
Hanna felt that the trustees and the administration were 
either not aware or were riot willing to accept the alternatives to 
the program for fund raising he had proposed. "Those are (a) 
absorption by the state university system," says Hanna, (b) a 
rise· in costs to s_tudents that will soon place this college in first 
place as the most expensive school in the country, or (c) a lower-
ing of academic entrance, teaching, and facilities-standards 
that would cancel out the great gains of the past seven years." 
Will the college accept these alternatives? Hanna thinks 
not: "I am convinced the college is still going to do what I 
recommended and go after a large sum of money whether it feels 
itself capable or not. I am convinced that Mr. Ben-Light will 
lead the college in this direction. I'm only sorry that I won't 
be here to bring it about." · 
Hanna continues: "I still have a tremendous affection for 
-the campus-the students and faculty. I feel that Dr. Dilling-
ham is an outstanding college president and can lead the 
college to the future its physical plant requires." 
Pat Hanna's year at Ithaca College has been wasted, in-
cluding the funds he spent researching and for his salary; 
money, Hanna would be th!! first to pomt out, is desperately 
needed. If one is to judge by the costs announced for next year, 
the alternative that the college has picked is to price itself out 
of reality. This _alternative, as Hanna pointed out, does not 
point to a healthy future. 
As for Hanna's future: "I'll 
smiling Texan, "I always have." 
~ land on my feet," says the ~ 
OLYMPICS (Cont.) 
on slushy warm ice. With his up-
right unorthodox style be flashed 
across the finish line in 40..5 to 
deadlock himself for second place 
with Magne Thomasson of Nor-
way. 
flawless performance that -scored 
straight 5.9's for artistic merit. 
Later in the week, Tim Wood, 
who has said he tries to skate like 
Dirt can'I keep up with .. am 
West Town Optical 
CO-OP SHOPPING CENTER 
625 W. Clinton St. 
Ithaca, N:v. 14850 
AR 2:.0994 
In the Stade de Glace. style and 
grace took over where speed left 
off as Peggy Fleming, the World 
Champion piled up an Insur· 
mountable lead in the school 
figures to _capture a gold medal 
in women's figure skaUng. Pretty 
Peggy completed her assault on 
the gold by skating an almost 
a male Peggy Fleming, nearly ac-
complished that feat. Tim missed _ 
out on the gold by .2 points. If 
any of two of the nine judges had 
scored him one tenth higher he 
would have overtaken Wolfgang 1 
Schwarz of Austria. The other 
two American boys, Gary Visconti j 
and John Misha Petkevich, finish-
ed 5 and 6 respectively. The most 
sparkling performance of the 
men's competition was turned in 
by Petkevich. With a fast moving 
difficult performance he capti-
vated the crowd and wracked up 
the highest scores, despite two 
falls. 
. 
Cornell Laundry 
FAST SEB-VICE 
ALWAYS 
HN BY 9:00 BACK BY 4:00 
toOWNTOWINl 307 IE. State St. 273-2350 
PAT8S uABlLOIR SHOP Grrournid Floor Dormi~ory_ 12 
Main PBanil' - 527 W. State Sil'. 
272-3561 
Collegotowl!D Branch 
Dryden Rd. next to the !Palms 
272-5961 
"Makes it better to see 
you with my dear" 
ST. PATRICK'S DAY CARDS 
ST. PATRICK WOULD HAVE SENT 'EMI-
St.- Pattys' Day Cards from 
CHARJAN'S 
State & Tioga 
SALE 
THE YARN -SHOP 
204 N . .Tioga St. 
A. FIRST TIME SALE FOR 
Brunswick Knitting Worsted 
Pomfret Sport 
Both offered at real savings! 
Some Close-outs Greatly Reduced. 
'--, . 
lt was here that the glory end-
ed for the United States. In other 
countries, there were shouts of 
joy while the Americans sat back 
and watched. 
ONE OF ITHACA's 
nicest eating places . . . 
where everybody meets 
• 
THE COLLEGE SPA 
216 East State Street 
• 
Noted for quality and 
service since 1938 
ITHACA 
8 
SERVICENTER 
under new managem•nt 
0-
Complete Car Service 
_ Pick Up and Delivery 
0 
P~ONE AR 34261 
335 E. Staf9St. 
IC: A ·constant~y 
Changing Institution 
Twosomes 66Luv'' Is A 
Fun-In 
,by Linda Lee Struble 
1 recall attending -"College They compose approximately 1/50 
ight" at Broome County Com- of the Freshman class. Therefore, 
no outstanding efforts arc made 
unity College two years ago. A to encourage them. 
1casant man whose name I can- Counselor John Williams and 
ot even remember gave the basic Matthew Wall stated that in giv-
n{ormation about I.C. to a small ing a basic introduction to the 
oup. We asked questions and college they usually mention what 
ere satisfied with the answers. degrees arc offered, describe the 
decided to apply. outstanding departments and ad-
On the third floor of the Ad- mission standards, and try to an-
inistration Building the four swcr any questions. One difficulty 
dmissions counselors are busy is that one cannot go into much 
onducting interviews and exam- detail; thus, only general infor-
ning the records of perspective mation can be given. Since I.C. 
tudents. From the 4,350 appli- is a constantly changing institu-
tions received by the college, it tion., some incorrect ideas about it 
s expected that only 1100 will are held. "For example, the repu-
e chosen for the Freshmen class tation of the Schools of Music, 
ext fall. There are several fac- Drama, Speech, Phys. Ed., & P. T. 
ors that determine whether or is there ahead of us", suggests 
ot a particular student will sue- Mr. Williams, "and the School of 
eed in college. Among these are Arts and Sciences is sometimes 
igh school grades, SAT scores, overlooked." Since it is also ncar-
ecommendations, etc. The job is ly impossible to be specific about 
difficult one, for not only do the various courses, questions are re-
ounselors take care of their of- ferred to appropriate persons. 
ice duties but they also, at times, Sometimes the information of the 
ecome "travelling admissions schools is not up to date, and this 
ounselors". They visit various too creates problems. 
gh schools, not only within the The most difficult question to 
mmediate New York State area, answer is: "What is life at Itha-
ut also far outside the state, ca really like?" To this question 
nd inform students about Ithaca and other similar ones-such as 
allege. Two members of the "What kind of students attend?" 
taff usually .remain at the col- -the inquirer is answered by the 
ege and the other two assume the suggestion to take the time for an 
esponsibilities of travelling. Pri- interview and a campus tour. 
arily between October 1 and The counselors go well equip-
ate December they are "on ped with brief cases full of cata-
c road". Last fall, emphasis was logues, brochures from the dif-
laced· upon private schools ferent departments, and applica-
here "almost half the graduates tion forms. Rarely is there a ques-
o on to some 'ivy league' school", tion about drug problems or any 
ccording to Matthew Wall, one unfavorable aspect about college 
. . \ the counselors. Formerly, the life; however if this does occur 
··ounselors concentrated mainly the question is answered bonest-
pon public schools, as they prob- ly. 
bly will again. I am sure that every I.e. stu-
Kennetb Kaufman, Assistant dent has listened to descriptions 
irector of Admissions, bas set of -schools during at least one 
entative plans for visiting the "College Night". Going from room 
outhwest. Representatives have to room in bewilderment, the par-
een sent to New England states ticipants will remember that the 
uch as Massachusetts, New speech was either well-prepared 
ampshire and Vermont. Tennes- and interesting or it wasn't. In re-
ee, Kentucky, and Virginia have peating that same material over 
eard of I.C. because of the ef- and over agitin, it would be easy 
orts of the staff. Tentative plans to lose that certain enthusiasm 
Miss Cynthia Dougherty, a grad-
uate student at the University of 
Syracuse, and Mr. Jeffery Cohen, 
a senior psycology major at Itha-
ca College, have announced their 
engagement to be married. Both 
Miss Dougherty and Mr. Cohen re-
side in Syracuse and they plan to 
wed there in June. 
Miss Janet Schulman, of Tea-
neck, N.Y., and Mr. Raymond Shat-
tls, of New York City, both stu-
dents here at Ithaca College, are 
planning to be married in August, 
1968. Miss Schulman is a junior 
majoring in Speech Pathology and 
Audiology, and Mr. Shattls is a 
senior physical education major. 
Miss Lois Davis, a 1967 grad-
uate of the Ithaca College School 
of Physical Therapy, and Mr. 
Charles Bachrach, a senior major-
ing in Radio-Television here, are 
engaged to be married in Septem-
ber 1968. Miss Davis is presently 
working for Westchester County. 
Miss Patricia Schneible, a 
junior majoring in Speech Cor-
rection at Ithaca College, is 
engaged to Mr. Jeoffery Banfield, 
Manager of- Atlantic Dental Co. 
in Ithaca. A June wedding is 
planned. 
Valentine's day may be dead 
and gone, but "Luv" is still alive 
. . . and rehearsing in the Union 
Recreation Room! It's all part of 
a special ' "Luv"-ln' plot spon-
sored by Theta Alpha Phi, the 
honorary dramatic fraternity on 
campus. Thanks to the bfilliant 
comic ability of one fantastically 
funny playwright, namely Murray 
Schisgal, it promises to be a 
night's entertainment that you 
won't want to miss. 
A play that made entertainment 
history, "Luv" will be presented 
on Feb. 29, and Mar. 1, and 2 
in the Union Rec Room at 8:15 
p.m. Admission is $1.25. Called 
a "Classic of Modern Comedy" 
by critics, it made Broadway audi-
ences shake with laughter at its 
ludicrous madness and proceeded 
to set theater attendance records 
for over a year. Composed of a 
three character cast, its only 
scenery is a prominently placed 
expansion bridge, which figures 
largely in this ridiculously funny 
tale of the traumas and tribula-
tions that involve a married 
couple and their paranoic friend. 
The fun starts when they agree 
to change partners in marital 
bliss, and ends in a wild mixup 
unmatched in comic content. 
Cast as the three lost souls 
arc Gibby Brand, Eleanor C. 
Thompson, and Tom Newton. 
Under the animated direction of 
Judy Byron, "Luv" is definitely 
''In." 
Tickets for the production may 
be purchased in the Union Lobby 
through March 2. 
Miss Vicki Smith, a former 
Ithaca College student and mem-
ber of Sigma Alpha Iota, is en-
gaged to Staff Sargeant George 
Edward Carver, a junior major-
ing in astronomy. Vicki is now a 
junior at Ohio State University 
majoring in Elementary Educa-
tion. The wedding date is for 
September 7, 1968. 
JOIN THE 
CAMPUS LIFE 
COMMITTEE 
.or going to California are also that might influence a particular 
eing made. Although the larg- student to consider I.C. as bis 
st percentage (60%) of students first choice. I am convinced that 
re from New York State, 35 these representatives carry out 
ther states are represented on their respQDsibilities with inter-
Lynn Porto, a Senior at Ithaca 
College is engaged to Daniel Kim-
ball, a Senior at the University of 
Notre Dame majoring in Business 
Administration. Miss Porto is a 
Speech Pathology and Audiology 
major at Ithaca. 
he campus. Not many Ithaca est and care and that most of 
igh School students attend I.C. their ventures are successful! 
PCS Forms Forwarded 
The 1968-69 Parents' Confiden-
ial Statement bas been forward-
d to the parents of those stu-
ents who are applying for em-
loyment, federal assistance in 
he form of the National Defense 
oan, and assistance from the 
college. Mr. Arthur W. Lazcano, 
the director of financial assis-
tance, advises any student whose 
parents have not received the new 
PCS, which is required for all 
future applications, to check with 
him. His office is located on the 
second floor of Job Hall. 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Rothschild .. s Dept. Store 
First Floor 
SPORTSWEAR-FAVORS-MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone 272-5959 
OPEN BOWLING 
NEW 
ITHACA -BOWL 
24 LANES 
20 BILLIARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR 
CALL AR 2-1922 
Lou Barnard • Gen. Mgr. 
.21 S South Tioga 
' 
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Alumni Fundl Drive Begins 
Ithaca College kicked off its 
1968 national Alumni Fund Drive 
Tuesday with a fund raising cam-
paign in Tompkins County. James 
Del Savio (1965), an accountant 
with Maxfield, Randolph & Car-
penter in Ithaca, is directing the 
county drive. 
The four-day opening campaign 
precedes the school's "New Spirit 
for 75," a national drive to be 
conducted throughout New York 
counties and several nearby states 
with an overall goal of $75,000. 
Robert Boothroyd (1924), Itha-
ca insurance executive, heads the 
national campaign which adopted 
its theme in honor of the college's 
current 75th Anniversary Celebra-
tion. 
"Just a few years ago," said 
Boothroyd, "the very survival of 
the college depended on the con-
struction of new facilities. But 
the campus which has been cre-
ated is not an end in itself. 
"We face a tremendous chal-
lenge," he reminds alumni, "to 
continue the development of Itha-
ca College as a center of educa-
tional development." 
Funds raised by the alumni 
drfvc are earmarked for several 
purposes at Ithaca College. Jack 
Hewett, alumni director, said the 
principal ones arc additional fi-
nancial aid to students and ex-
tending academic services in such 
areas as expanding the Library 
collections and providing addi-
tional instructional equipment. 
Substantial donations by alum-
ni will also help attract additional 
non-alumni support, said Hewett. 
Hewett revealed that during the 
last five years, alumni financial 
support of Ithaca College has 
risen 60 percent. Last year, 1,265 
alumni gifts were received by the 
college. 
The six-week multi-state drive 
will culminate with an intensive 
two-day telephone campaign in 
the New York City area during 
April. 
MALIES WANTED 
Wanted: Male Physical Educa-
tion Juniors who arc now inter-
ested in learning practical athle-
tic training techniques to fill as-
sistant trainer positions for next 
fall. 
Call or see Mr. R. Schaefer 
Athletic Trainer 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
Every Evening 
<> 
t:xotic Oriental Dancers 
3 Shows - 1 O, 11 & 12 
<> 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Ronnie Dio & The Prophets 
Today the most widely read and discussed author on 
college campuses is J.R.R. Tolkien. Don't be in the fog. 
Find out what it's all about by visiting the friendly 
folks at the Corner Book Store who have the Tolkien 
Triology, The Hobbit & The Tolkien Reader in stock . 
v" 
CORNER IBOOK STORIE 
109 N. Tioga, Downtown Ithaca 
STEREO 
HIGH FIDELITY 
Dthaca, N.Y. 
The 
PIONEER SEm30) 
HEADSET 
AR 3-4242 
$1.65 REGULAR SIZE PIZZA 
for 98c 
with this coupon 
The full brllllance of recorded sound Is yours alone with 
this matchless headset. Ideal for the night owl muslo 
rover. Revolutionary design, with washable kid-soft 
headbands and ear cushions, vlnyl covered earcups, 
perfectly molded for long hours of listening comfort. 
Unique design reduces weight and pressure common 
to other headaet9, Beautlfully boxed In a permanent 
lealher-gralned, fully lined case. A new standard In 
value. The perfect answer to ''whero to keep them", encl 
the perfect anawer for gift giving. 
Plzzatnn 
112 N. Aurora St. 273-8744 
This offer expires Feb. 29th 
Our price, only $29.95 
COIJIJ/i1 IM FOR A DEMONSTRAT80M. 
-OR-
For Information on the above or any of the fine lines that we carry call 
John Snowden at ALCOR • AR 3-4242 
(( .. )) 
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Terwillllige:ir Feedback 
0Irn Il])ce:panrtment Dialogu:ne 
by E.W. Terwilliger 
In the February :,id issue of 
The Ithacan a letter from Profes-
sor John B. Harcourt concerning 
the staging of the "Lysistrata" 
began as follows: "Word has it 
that the English Department is 
publishing a letter . . .. " This is 
a somewhat puzzling statement 
from one who attended the de-
partmental meeting at which this 
very letter was discussed. Per-
haps Mr. Harcourt composed his 
epistle in such great haste that 
he did not realize the implication 
of his own words .. Yet, further 
comment that the vote was taken 
on this document when he was 
MIUJZZY'S fi 
Tune Up and Brake Work 
Wheel Alignment and 
Balancing 
Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
N.Y. Inspection Station 
S & H Green Stamps 
Seneca at Meadow 
Phone 272 - 9559 
teaching a class seemed designed 
to confirm the impression that the 
Department had failed to give 
him adequate opportunity to dis-
cuss his views so that he needed 
to make them known through the 
college paper. 
The facts of Mr. Harcourt's 
participation in the consideration 
of the departmental letter arc 
these: At least one day before 
the departmental meeting Mr. 
Harcourt received a copy of the 
letter that had been drafted for 
the Department's consideration; 
at the meeting he discussed this 
letter with his colleagues for 
some three-quarters of an hour; 
he did leave about five minutes 
before a vote was taken, but 
(though he did not choose to men-
tion this fact) the chairman show-
ed him the final version of the 
Department's letter and gave him 
CARMEN CUSTOM TAILOR 
The only tailor in Ithaca 
who designs and tailors 
just for you - any size, 
any pattern you like. We 
do alterations too. 
CARMEN ZIZZO 
416 W. State St. 
272-6516 
an opportunity to register his make its own choice of plays 
vote before a copy was forward- could be construed as a repri-
ed to Tho Ithacan; and, finally, mand to the entire department 
he had ample opportunity to re- for not producing a particular 
quest another departmental meet- play. 
ing if he felt further discussion No one can dispute Mr. Har-
was in order. court's reminder that "academic 
Mr. Harcourt was gracious freedom has meant different 
enough in his letter to "set aside" things at different times and to 
the "offensively self-righteous different groups" or his equally 
tone of the document" of his col- -unassailable opinion that aca-
leagues, and they should be grate- demic freedom is not an absolute 
ful for this courtesy. Their grati- right. One may wonder why he 
tude would be more heartfelt, was curiously silent concerning 
however, if this instruction in the identity of the censor or ccn-
their failing had been offered sors who are to determine when 
when the Department met for the academic freedom is being 
purpose of discussing the letter. abused. Whom at Ithaca College 
Some feel that since Mr. Harcourt does Mr. Harcourt recommend to 
did not condescend to chide his pass judgement on an "extreme 
colleagues in private, he should and persistent preoccupation with 
have foregone reprimanding them pet ideas to the c.!,~triment of all 
in public. other curricular considerations?" 
Not A Reprimandl 
Mr. Harcourt also spoke some-
what tartly in his letter concern-
ing the English Department's "re-
primanding the Drama faculty 
(individually and collectively) 
Until some thought has been 
given to the identity of these 
authorities who are to determine 
the actual practice of academic 
freedom on this campus, little of 
consequence has been said con-
cerning its meaning. The English 
Department's letter was an at-
tempt to offer a definition of one 
aspect of the academic freedom 
of one department of this col-
lege. 
~ 
tion because the English faculty ing to the people of the co111• 
. . for the handling of the 
'Lysistrata' affair last semester." 
Perhaps if he had not been so 
hasty in the composition of his 
letter, he would have acknowl-
edged that the intention of the 
English Department was to sup-
port the Drama Department, not 
to reprimand it. Again, it is dis-
turbing that Mr. Harcourt did not 
find occasion to express his cri-
ticism at the meeting convened 
to clarify the Department's views 
on this subject. Ironically, more 
than one member of the Drama 
Department saw the letter before 
it was published and failed to 
discern any such reprimand. 
These Drama faculty were kind 
enough to offer two minor cor-
rections of fact, but there was 
never any question of their ap. 
proval of the . basic purpose of 
the letter. Since few ears are as 
sensitive to a reprimand as Mr. 
Harcourt's, his judgment may be 
correct, though it is difficult to 
understand how a letter whose 
purpose was to support publicly 
the Drama Department's right to 
was asserting the right of the munity" as the College plays? The 
Drama Department to choose administration would be faced 
whatever translation it wanted. with the same kind of problem ill 
No one in the English Depart- _public relations if the community 
ment (or the administration) is became enraged at the obscenity 
qualified to judge whether a of some work of art displayed 
translation selected by the Drama there. Why isn't a speaker pre. 
Department is so unfaithful to sented publicly on the campll! 
the spirit of Aristophanes' play as much of an institutional offer. 
that it should be rejected - nor ing to the people of the co111. 
did anyone attempt to check with munity as a play? (Mr. Harcourt 
classical scholars on this question, declares that "what a speaker 
When members of the administra- says on the campus ·is rather dif. 
tion assert that the College is ferent from ... a play which the 
willing to stage ''Lysistrata" but college presents publicly and fO! 
not "that translation," they mean money.") A Stokeley Carmichael 
only that the College is willing or a Timothy Leary might gene. 
to state any play that docs not rate much greater "shock waves' 
use those naughty words. WhC: and more ''.sweepingly negatiH 
ther such a play is still Arista- attitudes" towl!l'd . the College 
phanes' "Lysistrata" is something than those which Mr. Harcourt 
the adminitration doesn't know viewed with alarm when he con. 
and !or which it has . demon- templated "the risks involved" u 
strated no concern. Mr. Harcourt producing Aristophanes "in 1 
assures us that we can substitute small upstate town." This list 01 
"alternative expressions" for the debatable instances could easili 
offensive ones without" affecting be extended. Indeed, one couU 
the literary quality_ of the work (a argue that Mr. Harcourt's distin~ 
remarkable opinion for an Eng- tion between the College's privati 
lish professor), and, to show his and public activities is virtuan1 
emancipation in these matters, he meaningless since all of the Co\ 
bravely trots forth· four vulgar lege's academic and eu1tun1 
alternatives' to describe the fe- activities occur on the camptU 
male anatomy. If some classical and are designed primarily for 
scholar were to demonstrate that the education of the students. 
Rights of Faculty some o_f the four-letter words un- What Mr. Harcourt's letter faili 
One might hope that a faculty acceptable to the administration to recognize is that without any 
member considering the question were indeed the only adequate faculty and student responsibility 
of academic freedom would em- rendering of some Athenian in defining the limits of academic 
phasize that in recent years, col- slang, _ Mr. Harcourt would no freedom, any administration will 
leges and universities throughout more reverse himself and defend inevitably tend to feel that th! 
the country have given increasing I-the Drama Department's right to distinguishing trait of a college~ 
recognition to the rights of facul- stage_ Dudley Fitts' [sic] transla- public activities is that they an 
ty in defining and enforcing this tioii than he would defend that capable of generating "shock 
freedom. Oddly enough, Mr. Har- Department's right to stage a waves" in the community. Whe~ 
court never once speaks - or modern play using these forbid- ever any activity does so, it auu 
even implies - that it is the den words. Mr. Harcourt's atti- matically becomes "public" anl 
faculty of every college that has tude towards this kind of censor- subject to "proper" cE!bsorship bJ 
a special responsibility for aca- ship can best be summarized in the "authorities." Under suci 
demic freedom. He does mention his own words: "That's the kind academic freedom the prudelll 
the right of "any responsible of world we live in . . Why man would never be sure whethei 
group . . . to bring controversial bother?" he needs to re-evaluate even th 
speakers to the campus," but he texts that he is using in hil 
concludes his discussion of this Academic Freedom Within courses, for he would recognizl 
extension of academic freedom by The major distinction that Mr. that those townspeople who miglt 
LOOKING FOR A MEANINGFUL CHALLENGE? 
noting that it has "not been ex- Harcourt makes in discussing aca- feel such "sweepingly negati\'I 
tensively tested in the courts." demic freedom is between "those attitudes" towards Ithaca Collegi 
(Mr. Harcourt does concede that things which happen predomi- because of a production of tht 
this concept is "probably wholly nantly within the college, as part "Lysistrata" might become equal 
sound''.) What Mr. · Harcourt of its educational program, and ly enraged if they discovered tha! 
seems wholly unaware of is that those things which the college--0f- the youth of this "small upstail 
the courts do not make their ficially offers to those outside its town" were being forced to studf 
decisions solely on the basis of boundaries." Academic freedom such filth. {After all no one iJ 
precedents or the Constitution. obtains in the former group; forced to attend the College LOOKING FOR SELF-FULFILLMENT? 
Bf you are between 18 and 30, 
JJ OD N 
SHERUT I.A'AM 
Volunteer Service Corps 
for Israel 
ONE YEAR 
If you are a professional, college graduate 
or undergraduate, you are needed as a 
teacher, instructor, tutor, technician, nurse, 
social worker, etc. 
For an experience in communal living, you 
may join the full year Kibbutz program as 
a regular Kibbutznik. 
ORIENTATION 
AND ULPAN 
Knowledge of Hebrew not essential. 
COST 
$670 round-trip air fare, and orientation 
costs. 
NEXT DEPARTURES 
July and September 1968. 
Limited number of partial loans available. 
SHERUT LA'AM-V.I.P. 
V.I.P. 
Volunteers for Israel Program 
SIX MONTHS 
Any assignment upon arrival in Israel, liv-
ing and working in a Ki_bbutz or Moshav 
with the possibility of short..:term assign-
ments in recovery and development proj-
ects arising from new circumstances in 
Israel. 
HEBREW CLASSES; 
LECTURES, SEMINARS 
COST 
$535 round-trip air fare. 
NEXT DEPARTURES 
April 1, 1968 
July 2, 1968 
515 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 - Jel. (212) 753-0230/0282 
I want to join 0 SHERUT LA'AM O V.LP. 
Please send me D Moro Information 0 Application Forms 
NAME ................................................................................................................................... . 
ADDRESS ............................................................................................................................... . 
CITY .......................................................... C. .. STATE .................................. ZIP ................... . 
IT WAS THEIR FINEST HOUR * * * IT COULD BE YOUR FINEST TIME! 
Even the Supreme Court responds prudence in the'Iatier. This is an plays.) ·· 
to public events and public opin- interesting concept, and again, 
ion and reverses its own decisions it is regrettable that Mr. Har-
without a Constitutional amend- court chose not to express his J 
ment to justify such inconsisten- opinions at a time when ~ey Corne I 
cy. The legal concept of academic could have been useful in helping 
freedom may well become what- to formulate the Department's 
ever the college faculties of this position. It is clear, on the_basis 
country want it to become - if of this concept, that Mr. Har-
they are willing to make their court's view of academic freedom 
voices be heard. The faculty mem- is at variance with the administra-
bers of Ithaca College should not tion's, and it is unfortunate that 
Professor to 
Present RNA 
merely benefit from a developing his letter should convey the im- Semi· 0-ar concept of academic freedom; pression that the two are in ac-
they should help to . .shape that cord. At the last Student-Adminis-
development. tration Forum, the.administration Dr .. Robert Holley, Professor 0 
Twice during his discussion Mr. made it indisputably clear that it Biochemistry at Cornell Univc 
Harcourt refers to the Dudley was not merely the public that sity, will present a seminar title 
f h b- "Transfer RNA Structure" at th, Fitts translation of ''Lysistrata." was being shielded rom t e o 
These references happen to be in scenity · of Aristophanes, but the regular Chemistry Departmen' 
Seminar on Tuesday, Februai; error, but the noteworthy fact is stliiients as well. . . A.B 
that Mr. Harcourt chose to· dis~ It is also unfortunate that Mr. 27. Dr. Holley received his : 
cuss this issue in terms of one Harcourt's letter contains no sug. from the University of Illino15 
translation. In the English De- gestion that there should be facul- and _h~ P~.D. fi:>m _Cornell Uni 
partment's letter there was no ty and student participation in versi~. His ~ain mtere~ts afj 
reference to a specific transla- determining which campus activi- the biosynthesis of prot~ms ~ni 
Quality 
Custom Framing 
ties are to be classified as "pub- the structure of nucleic acids 
lie." The distinction between Perhaps his greatest achievemen 
"public" and "private" activities has been the det~ation of th 
is not nearly so clear as Mr. Har- com~lete nu~eotide sequence o 
court seems to assume. Twice he alamne-s-RNA from yeast. Thi 
<f/,,e dJ11a11te S~-- relies on money as the :distin: work ~as reported by Dr .. Holle 
,,._,... guishing feature of the College's and his group at Cornell m !9f 
Dry mounting - Picture public activities as if the pay. and involved the complete d1ges 
Rentals_ Mats_ Arts ment of $1.50 c~n£erred correct- tio~ of the ribonucleic acid b\ 
· ness of taste on every ticket bold- vanou~ enzymes and the toll 
Supplies - Non-glare glass- er and granted him authority analyS1S of the products. 
Print Catalogues Available over college affairs. Why isn't The seminar, which is open t 
414 w. Buffalo St. the College Museum, thought it the p~blic, will be held at 4:Sl 
charges no admission, just as p.m_. in room S-111, with coffe! 272
•
1350 
much of an "institutional offer- avallable at 4:l5._ -
,__ ____________ .,,J 
• 
' Want to round out your day? 
Stop at 
BOi... TON'S DONUT DINETTE 
CO-OP SHOPPING CENTER 
CHANTICLEER 
<> 
Best Spaghetti 
and Steaks 
<> 
Room available 
for your parties 
<> 
State & Cayuga 
AR 2-9678 
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by Mike Hinkelman 
Over the years, one of the most controversial issues of col-
legiate basketball has been the annual consensus All-America 
selections ( in pai:ricular, the first team) at the 'conclusion of 
each season. In far too many cases, a player is chosen as an All-
American• merely on the basis of public or popular opinion. That 
is to say, press, radio, and TV have built up the player's im-
age, and such national publicity continues to be crucial for 
players seeking All-American recognition. Lew Alcindor, for one, 
is an excellent example of this. 
BE WISE Grapplers Def eat 
Mansfield; End Seas0>111t 
With 3 -3 - J1. Record 
HOOPSTERS (Cont.) 
position. Rick Wells, former Ith-
aca High School star, is just get-
ting over a bout with the flu and 
is the Bulls' No. 1 backcourter; 
Joe Rutkowski, another guard, 
has been spending a great deal 
of time on the bench of late; and 
starting guard Joe ·Peeler drop-
ped out of school and entered 
the service. Speedy sophomore 
Bobby Williams may be inserted 
into the lineup as a starter to 
bolster the Bulls' fortunes_ But as 
coach Serfustini puts it: "With 
Peeler gone and Wells and Rut. 
kowski ill, it's just like starting 
the season again." In any event, 
the Bulls are still a strong team. 
One can read about Big Lew in practically any n~wspaper, 
one can sec him on TV, and one can hear about him on the 
1adio. This is unfortunate ind~ed. All-A~erican selections have 
been, and continue to be, based Of! national publicity. The un-
fortunate part of the whole matter is that publicity, by no 
. eans, makes the indi;vidual the outstanding or AH-American 
player that he might be; it's the player's ability that does. And 
this, therefore, should be most significant in determining who 
is an All-American, and who isn't. Statistics, perhaps the best 
way of apprasing an individual's ability, should be the means 
in determining any sort of All-American team. The NCAA sta-
tistics are undeniable and do_ not lie, and in many instances, 
prove that a Lew AI~indor or a Westley Unseld is not as great 
as the public might well think he is. Indeed, anyone who follows 
collegiate basketball with any degree of regularity and checks 
these weekly statistics, would know that Mr. Alcindor is not the 
o. l center in the country. Yet, more than likely, Alcindor will 
be named the 1%8 first-team All-American center. However, it 
seems to me that either Neal Walk of Florida or Bob Lanier of 
St. Bonaventure is more deserving of first-team All-American 
honors than Akindor. · And statistics will bear this out. 
Walk is the 6-10 center of the Gators, who has been 
argely responsible for the resurgence of Florida basketball. 
ast year, the big guy brought his team out of nowhere to at-
ain respectable heights, and this year the Gators have defeated 
several of the. nation's top-ranked teams. In fact, Walk's inspir-
ing play has catapulted the Gators into third place in the 
Southeastern Conference," perennially one of the toughest con-
erences in the country. And Wal.k's individual exploits have 
also been highly impressive. At present, Walk ranks ninth in 
e nation in scoring with a 27.9 points per game average (Al-
. ndor's average is 27.3 points per game), and second in the 
ation in rebounding, while Alcindor ranks eighteenth in this 
category. The exploits of Bob Lanier certainly do not have 
to be reiterated, as the fourth-ranked Boonies have rallied 
around him all season long. And there _are more true All-Ameri-
ans: 
Army's Bill Schultsky, who has been termed by his coach 
Bob Knight as "the best 6-2 forward in the country," has not 
, only averaged 20 points per game, but has also provided the 
leadership and cohesiveness which has enabled the Black 
Knights to have their finest season in some 22 years. Forward 
im McMillian, a 22.5 points per game scorer, has been the 
ain cog. in a Columbia attack that has carried the Lions to 
ational prominence and a possible Ivy League championship. 
e same has been tn•e for the play of Bradley's Joe Allen, the 
nation's field-goal percentage leader. 
USE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Stn.tt' & Corn Strert. Second l-In.nd 
Store. Odditic>s, .Antiqu(•e & ::Pnde. All 
kin,ls of junk. Bought & Sohl. 44-1 W. 
Stnt,• St. 
NONSENSE IS 
111 S. Auror1> St. 273-7404 
. ARAil ~!ERC1':NAJUl~S WANTED -
to work for n small northr,rn torntory. 
E_xpenso nct·oun t - cull Lyndon, eve· 
nini;s 202-073-fi:JOI. 
JEWISH lULIT.\ltY S'l'RATEGlST 
Wanted - to work for n. amnll southern 
territory - Lnrger expcnRo nccount-
ciiJI Lyndon, evenings 202·073-6301. 
I Buy na well nu Sell 
como hl'f" me either wny 
ALVIN R_ BOCK 
t;'bed Cnrs Bought, Sold - AR 3-602,:1 
8~5 8. ~1eadow St., Ithncn 
Stereo T1>po Decks 
NONSENSE 
111 S. AurorG St, 273-7 404 
Woar nothing but tho boat_ Wenr 
MABON SHOES. Sovor1>! SPEOIALS 
from month to month- MEN'S Bl!d 
WOMEN'S. ALL SIZES, Call 347.4173 
bc!oro 2 p.m. for nppointmonts. 
A Very Hip ll'ontiqno 
111 B. Anroro St. 278·74.04 
FOR SALE--one of o kind. Gcnnino 
o.U purpO&C' Scnndurrn. Not an imita-
tion. Perfect for collectors. - .Alivo or 
stuffccl. F"or further information cnll 
ThompHOn the Keeper - 272-4830 or 
X360G, 
TO WHOM •IT MAY OONOERN-
Do you know obout tho shoo ropnir 
shop nt 530 W- Stnto St. r All work 
gunrnntccd on shoes. b1>ndb.,ge, brief 
cnson ond nil other Jenthor nrticlos. 
It's SLOTTEO'S SHOE REPAIR. 
Phone AR 2·4949. 5% discon.nt if yon 
mention Tho ITHAOAN I 
Dru.ft Informntion and counselling. 
Ithnco. Selective Servico Information 
Ct•ntcr. aoo N. Auroro. Tues., Thurs., 
nnd Pri., 2-5. 273·1932. 
Confidential to the '• Student Govern-
ment.'' Busineea ie booming. Did o 
GREAT JOB- Glnd we could help you 
pull it off. GULLIBLE 
JOE'S TAILOR SHOP, 442 W. State 
St. Lndios' & Gents' complete 11!tora• 
t1ons. Wo epocinlize in ski trouser nltcr-
"t,ona, Form1>l Rontnle-1>11 color&--for 
oil occ11ssione_ AR 3.4492: 
PSYOHEDELIO LIGHTING 
Rent or Solo 
111 S. Anrorn St. 273,7404 
IT ONLY TAKES ONE MINUTE 
n.nd sixteen ~<'condo; to wulk from 
Dorm 4 to the Quad. ls thBt such 11 
long- rime, The ~·rozcn Foo~. 
SWEETHEART: Dorm decorations 
aro not life; for that matter. neither 
1s ,vn.i ting in the quad on a. cold Sun-
day nfternoon. Common-law mny be 
easier. 
Tho Cold Onc 
TO DIA~[O:);D LA!..-CE BRADLEY 
A!'iD Tl:lls CA::UPTOWN RACERS OP 
DOR::U TWELVE: ?.luko mine Pepsi 
nnd rt'Inl'mhrr to dnrn tho hole in tho 
knee of your bathing euit. Love nlwa.ys 
from BELLE HARBOR 
The Ithaca College varsity 
wrestlers won their third dual 
match in a row Wednesday, Feb-
ruary 14, when they defeated 
Mansfield State, 19-12, in the 
South Hill Gym. The victory 
evened the Bombers' season rec. 
ord at 3-3-1. 
Rich Goodman (123) and co-
capt. Terry Habecker (137) won 
their matches and brought their 
individual season records to six 
wins and one defeat. These two 
have been the most consistent I.C. 
performers this season. Other 
winners for the grapplers were: 
Tom Hochfelder, a pin in the 152 
lb. division; Bill Meisner and 
Wayne Keegler, decision in the 
160 and 177 lb. divisions, respec-
tively. 
The Bomber freshmen lost to 
Mansfield 19-14, and their season 
Reflections On 
Winter Olympics 
by Pam Davis 
Grenoble is quiet now. The 
crowds - tourjsts and athletes 
alike have left. They have gone 
home to reflect on those hectic 
13 days of competition. Most, 
whether they competed or not, 
will never forget those historic 
.days of the tenth winter Olym-
piad. From opening day, when 
President DcGaulle declared the 
games officially started, to the 
extinquishing of the Olympic 
torch, it was a slam bang affair. 
Technically, tlie games were 
carried off to perfection. For the 
Americans, though, perfection 
was bard to come by. The early 
days forecast the story- Robin 
Morning, Jim Barrows, Jere El-
liot, Karen Budge, and several 
hockey players were all spend· 
ing their Olympic days in the 
hospital. There was a case of the 
measles, food poisoning, and the 
"comeback kid" sprained his an-
kle. It was _a bleak outlook for 
Bob Beattie, head ski coach, and 
his charges. Beattie quipped in 
the middle of the tragedies -
"They're bound to start falling 
of the lifts sooner or later." But 
what the skiers lacked, the skat-
ers had plenty of. 
Three young ladies skated into 
a deadlock on a silver medal in 
the 500 meters. l\1ary Meyers, 
Thus, All-American selection committees should not base 
their decisions on how well-known or popular the player is, nor 
should decisions be based upon 'the great season the player had 
the previous year. The 1%8 All-American team should be a re-
flection on performances and achievements of the players in 
1%8, not in · 1967. Moreover, all selection committees should 
take into consideration the player's contributions to the team 
as a whole • ..The "true" -All-American is not a "one-man gang," 
TO BlsLL!s HARilOR WHEREVER' ,------=---------YOU .\RE: Come back soon, you for-
i:;ot your diamond studded button hook 
nn«l we nll htill love you. ALL YOUR ut, on the contrary, a player who can exploit his own abilities 
to the utmost; and, at the same time, lead his team to a highly 
successful season by playing in the best interests of that team 
a_s a whole. These-would appear to be the only "fair'' and justi-
fiable criteria in determining who can be categorized as an Aii-
American. But as has happened all too often in the past, the 
:'IIEX .\T DOl(!J TWELVE. 
TO KR_\SII · What hnpponed to 
your hair dryer l Lo\·c, NICKY 
L,\VOUX. 
TO 'l'HE EARL, Tim DUKE .L'sD 
THE COU~T. Zorro liv,•r,. 
J.B. Sorry uliout Sunday 
''\Vt>'ve i;ot h)\e }IO\\l•r!'', ltI·I. election committees will, in all probability, negate these criteria 
and base their judgments on national publicity. In the final 
~nalysis, the popular stars who are able to maintain the higher 
image-the Alcindors, those in the public limelight-will be 
named first-team All-Americans. Oh yes, the Schutskys and the 
Walks an'd the Allens may well be second-team selections, but 
then who gives a damn about being second best? 
TO TIIF. POE'!' WHO DOESX'T 
NEED WORD,;· 11.IJ>l'Y Birthday. STATE & CORN STS. 
TO THE l>lih:E rl'I11rcl floor hhmp 
wus b<"ttl'r. SI<iXEI>. THE E .. \.RL 
8tu:art -- C:dl L::,nu 
:!7.l ti l~U 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
ROBERT S. B00THR0Vf0> AGIEINCCif, IlfNC. 
Sound Insurance lor /Every Need 
312 IE. State S1l'. 
Carefully Written 
Conscientlious8y Serviced/ 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class '24 
Robert l. Boothroyd - Class '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class '52 
PHONE 272 - 8100 
Otlu11ca, N. Y. 
11We Welcome Your Unquiry" 
AR 2-9881 
--,--------------------·-------------------------------~ 
record fell to one win and seven 
losses. Club winners were Bob 
Jones, 123 lb., Paul Christides, 
152 lb., Bob Scandiva, 160 lb., 
and Tom Poimeni, 177 lb. 
Both the varsity and freshman 
teams will see action next against 
a rugged Oswego State team, 
Tuesday, in the South Hill gym, 
This match will be followed by 
an away match against Wilkes 
College on Saturday. 
Individual Results: 
123--Goodman forfeit (won)_ 
130-Allen lost dee., 9-0 . 
137-Habecker 
145-Ellis 
152--Hocbfelder 
160-Meisner 
167-Kissel 
177-Keebler 
Hvy-LaFranee 
won dee., 14-0. 
lost dee., 10-6. 
won pin, 4:05_ 
won dee., 8-2. 
lost dee., 14-4. 
won dee., 2-1. 
lost dee., 6-2. 
Jenny Fish, and Dianne Hoium 
made Olympic history. Never be-
fore bad there been a three way 
tie for one place. A few days 
later, the 16 year old Miss Hoium 
blazed_ across the 1,000 . meter 
finish fast enough for a third 
place bronze medal. 
One man, the sensation of the 
Innsbrook games provided s ti 11 
another thrill. Terry McDermott, 
a gold medal winner in the 500 
meters 4 years ago, started last 
Please turn to page 1 O 
Donohue-Halverson 
Dnc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273-3393 
BROOKS (4) 
PHARMACIES 
(THERE'S BOUND TO BE 
One Near Youl) 
FREE DELIVERIES 
IF YOU'LL PHONE 
AR 2 - 3341 
Wednesday night the Bombers 
journey to Oswego to tangle with 
the Lakers of Oswego State. Os. 
wego is led by 6-5 center Greg 
Wilson, the nation's twelfth-lead. 
ing small-college scorer_ Wilson 
owns a 29.6 scoring average. 
Other Oswego standouts include 
two excellent outside shooters, 
Tony Banovic and Bernie Koltz, 
who are also excellent defensive 
players. However, teams that 
have been able to hold Wilson in-
chcck, have done well a g a i n s t 
Oswego. 
If I.C. can get by these three 
opponents, they are more than 
deserving of an invitation to the 
NCAA Small-College Tournament. 
Downin 
u Im e 
V(tl)DDey 
IHlonnse 
801 West Buffalo 
!PIZZA 
The way you like it! 
Right Next Door .. , 
VALLEY HOUSE 
CARRY-OUT SERVICE 
Proving Every Day That 
You CAN take it with you! 
!LAST TWO DAYS o 0 
SUITS SPORTS COATS 
ALL ON SALE 
Special Group of Sport Shirfl's 
$5 to $10.50- li10W half price 
15 leather l?alm Gloves 
Reg. $6.95 - Now $2.99 
Special Group oiF Eagle Shirts 
Reg. $8, $8.50, $9- now 2 for $10.99 
5-3/4 Length Wool Coats with IHloods 
Reg. $50 - now $35 
6-3/4 length Wool Coats with Hoods 
IR.eg. $50 - now $35 
MANY OTIHIIEIR. OTIEMS ON SAO.IE 
', : ' ~ .. 
SPORTS 
THE ITHACAN, FEBRUARY 23, 1968, PAGE 14 
Bomrnlli>e:rr§ :Lo§e ito Alfred; 
JR ea 1t JHI am:nl ito :rm (C([)) n tin en ital§ 
Wiilll A~llirneved :o.1rn Il])ouble Over1lime 
The Ithaca College basketball 
team, (14-5), suffered a shattering 
upset at Alfred University last 
week. 
Final score was Alfred 90, Itha-
ca 80. It crushed the Bombers' 
NCAA playoff hopes. 
The Saxons used a balanced 
running attack led by 5-9 sopho-
more Pete Ryan. His devastating 
drives and short jumpers were 
good for game honors with 33 
points. 
Mike Steele, I.C.'s remaining 
veteran backcourt man, had 15 
points for the first half. He kept 
I.e. in the game. Keith Shields' 
long bomb with seconds to go 
gave I.C. a 39-38 half-time edge. 
The Ithacans moved to a 49-43 
lead early in the second half, but 
the lead didn't last. 
With six minutes gone, Alfred 
led 52-49. From there Jt was nip 
and tuck. 
The score was knotted five 
more times. 
Alfred's senior Mike Doviak 
and Ryan put the game away for 
Alfred with five minutes to play. 
Steele was called for an offen-
sive foul, his fifth, and his de-
parture killed the Ithaca attack. 
Alfred's ruthless press, tenaci-
:ous rebounding, and ability to hit 
on most shots nailed the decision 
and sent the home fans home 
happy. 
HAMILTON AT ITHACA -
Feb. 13, 1968 
Most teams seem to play well 
against Ithaca these days and 
the Hamilton Continentals, (7-6), 
were no exception. 
It took I.e. a double overtime 
at South Hill to overtake a stub-
born Hamilton five, 103-93. 
When regulation time expired 
with a 76-76 deadlock, I.C. had 
overcome a 50-38 half-time deficit. 
Yet, the game was decided by 
Hamilton's young Mike Grieco. 
As regulation time ended, Grieco 
was sent to the line for two 
shots as bis team trailed, 76-75. 
The first pressure shot was long 
and off the back rim. Grieco con-
verted on his second toss to send 
the contest into overtime. 
In the extra period, Grieco was 
again at the charity line and gave 
Hamilton an 82-78 edge with 1:52 
to go. 
Russ Marron hit from the key 
to cut the lead to 82-80. Then, 
he joined Greg Albano on the 
bench. Both fouled out. 
by Don Berman 
hit for two free throws to tie the 
contest at 84 and another over-
time ensued. 
The second extra period sep. 
arated the men from the boys. 
Steele poured in 10 points and 
with help from "Mo", the Bomb-
ers cashed in for victory number 
14. 
Berman Babbles 
NCAA hopes were all but 
dashed for I.C. by the Alfred up-
set. The winners had nothing to 
lose ... I.e. did. Alfred bad lost 
to Cortland ~nd Roberts Wesleyan 
. . . Both teams I.C. soundly de-
feated. I.C. had seven turnovers 
in' the first half of the Alfred 
contest ... The composition con-
crete floor at Alfred bothered 
"Mo's" shin splints . . . The loss 
of Don Andrejko has been keen-
ly felt ... University of Rochester 
is a shoe-in for NCAA, Regionals 
and may host the tourney . • . 
I.e. may have to be spectators 
this year . . . Bob Modliszewski 
wants to make ·it clear to the 
many fans who criticized Coach 
Hurst for failing to play him in 
the second half of the Hamilton 
game. "The people didn't under-
stang. that my legs were bother-
ing me, and the coach did the 
right thing." ... Hamilton's Jim 
Brooks is an Ithaca native . . • 
I.C.'s next contest is at Susque-
hanna tomorrow nite . . . next 
home affair is Tuesday with Uni-
versity of Buffalo. If you can't 
make it to Susquehanna, all the 
action will be broadcast on WICB 
at 7:50 .... 
Marron 2 0-0 4 
Rowley 4 1-1 9 
Shields 2 0-0 4 
TOTALS 36 8-12 80 
ALFRED (90) 
FG F Pl'S 
Ryan 15 3-4 33 
May 4 4-5 12 
Doviak 9 3-3 21 
Johnston 4 6-8 14 
Zamkoff 5 0-0 10 
TOTALS 37 16-20 90 
ITHACA 39 41--4l0 
ALFRED 38 52-90 
FOULED OUT-Steele, Ithaca. 
Officials-Kull and Gfrorer 
Attendance-800 
ITHACA (103) 
FG F PJ'S 
Albano 6 3-4 15 
Kowalski 5 1-5 11 
Modliszewski 5 12-14 22 
Steele 9 13-18 31 
Marron 5 1-1 11 
Burr 2 0-2 4 
Rowley 4 1-1 9 
Shields 0 0-0 0 
TOTALS 36 31-47 103 
HAMILTON (93) 
FG F PTS 
Brooks- 2 10-12 14 
McCuen 8 4-8 20 
Daub 0 1-1 1 
Barton 3 3-4 9 
Grieco 1 7-10 9 
Voss 14 2-2 3 
Pisanelli 1 0-0 2 
Ruger 0 0-1 0 
TOTALS 33 27-39 93 
FG F PTS HAMILTON 50 26 8 .-·· 9- 93 
Albano 7 
Kowalski 3 
Modliszewski 6 
Steele 12 
4-6 
0-2 
1-1 
2-2 
18 ITHACA 38 38 8 19-103 
6 FOULED OUT-Albano, Marron, 
13 Ithaca; Voss, Barton, Mccuen, 
26 Hamilton. 
With Hamilton holding an 84-
82 advantage, Bob Modliszewski 
11Happy11 invites you, and your date to meet 
Bloody. Mary, for 50c, Saturdays from noon 
/ 
'«-iD 7. 
108 N. Aurora Street 
IP.S.-Specials daily. 
Rugged Week 
Ahead For 
IC Hoopsters 
by Mike Hlnkelman 
This week the Bombers face 
what probably will be their most 
rugged competition of the current 
season. Tomorrow night I.e. goes 
up against Susqueh:mna Univer-
sity in Selinsgrove, Pa., then re-
turns home Tuesday to host the 
University of Buffalo, and plays 
at Oswego State on Wednesday. 
Susquehanna has already won 
four times as many games as it 
won all last season and, for the 
first time in several years, has a 
formidable team. In the person 
of Rick Eppehimer, Susquehanna 
boasts one of the best small-eol. 
lege players in the country. The 
6-2 forward, the most prolific 
scorer in Susquehanna history, is 
averaging about 32 points per 
game. The senior sharpshooter is 
fifth in the nation in small-eollege 
scoring, and it is practically im-
possible to guard him one-on-one. 
Despite the scoring prowess of 
Eppehimer, Susquehanna is a re-
markably well-balanced quintet. 
Freshmen backcourters Barry 
Boblick and Jimmy Cotner are 
averaging 16.5 and 11.5 points 
per game respectively, and have 
,tightened the S.U. defense with 
their tenacious ball-hawking. Jun-
ior center Barry Llewellyn is 
averaging 10.3 points per game, 
while sophomore forward Ed 
Scherer bas been hooping them 
in at the clip of 10 p.oints per 
game. As for rebounding, Eppe-
himer tops the club in this cate-
gory as well. Prior to the start 
of the season, Coach John Barr 
had this comment: "We're much 
better off physically, than we 
were last year, and this gives us 
a better chance of standing off 
some of the bigger, stronger, and 
faster ball clubs on our schedule.'' 
This, in essence, has been the 
story of the reversal of form by 
the Susquehanna cagers. 
Tuesday evening the Bombers 
take on the University of Buffalo 
hoopsters on South Hill. Coach 
Len Serfustini's Bulls, sporting a 
record of 9-7, are paced by 6-2 
forward Ed Eberle, averaging 
about 17 points per game. Center 
Jack Jekielek, 6-4, and 6-2 forward 
Bob Nowak have also played well 
for the Bulls. Nevertheless, the 
team has been hampered severely 
by a lack of rebounding. ,The 
Bulls are not very big and must 
depend to a large extent on 
speed, but then the Bulls have a}. 
so been hurting at the guard 
Please turn to page 13 
SUDS YOUR 
DUDS 
Webster's Laundry 
and Dry Cleaners 
Same Day Service and 
Delivery 
Free Pickup & Delivory 
Basement of Dorm 12 
in by 10 a.m. - Back by 
4p.m. 
<> 
COIN OP LAUNDRY 
AND DRY CLEANING 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
SPORTS 
Hot·Corner 
by Ben Reese 
In the dictionary, a darkhorse is defined as an underdog, 
the oppositio·n to the favorite. At Ithaca College, a "darkhorse" 
is a member of the winningest intramural team in the school's 
history. The team was formed in ·1966 in time for the softball 
season. At that time, it was, more or Jess, a "pick-up" tea 
formed of friends, with little regard for ability. This firs, 
Dark Horse team went through the softball season undefcate 
12-0, and won the· league title. This original team consisted o, 
Joel Kaplan, the first DH coach, Dave Rosenthal, Tom Cor 
coran, Jeff Lane, Chuck Mosher, Willie Johnston, Brian Kio 
ner, Mitch Durell, Cliff Leyman, Jim Cross, Bob Schmid, Lar!J 
Taylor and Bill Eades. 
Since the Spring of 1966, many changes have taken pla 
in the Dark Horse roster, as they have scoured the campus i 
a thorough recruiting program. They have gone for the g 
players who fit into the DH mold. They participate in fo · I 
sports-football, basketball, volleyb!lll, and softball. They have i 
also been talking about forming a Dark Horse track team t 
run in the MIAA meet.'In these three major sports, plus volley 
ball, which was begun this year, the "Horses" have accumulate' 
a 76-8 won-lost record. Their .905 winning percentage is tpe be 
of any organized team in the school-Varsity, Freshman, o. ! 
club. 
Including their undefeated beginning in the Spring of 1966, 
the Dark Horses have been undefeated three times-softball 
'66, basketball '66-'67, and football 4 67. They have won the 
MIAA Football Championship twice and the Basketball Cham-
pionship once. They have run up a streak of twenty-two straight 
victories d_uring --the sports season of 1966-67. They also we 
undefeated through' the entire first semester this year, winnin 
thirteen straight football games and five basketball games. 
1 
This is a team (meaning a tea!ll as a whole participating in 
all sports) organized by students and run by students. The 
work together well and have made their additions strategically 
In my opinion, the Dark Horses are the foremost intramural 
team ever seen in a college. 
• • • • • • 
HOT SHOTS: 
The Gymnastic squad did a good job on their trip to Penn-
sylvania, even though losing two and being without their lead· 
ing point-getter, Bill Cowden.-Glad to see Joe Maire back on 
the ice for the I.C. pucksters. He scored one goal and gave 
very good account of himself after his absence.-! am in de 
perate- need of sportswriters. Anyone interested, please call m 
at 3754 or 277-3089. Get out and support your teams thi 
week. Show them you care enou~h to give them 
like they give of their time to their sport. 
'./C,~" 'C /' • ~]ff~~sr; 
Photo by Erie Shop 
IC grappler loses a takedown to Mansfield State. Story on wrestle 
final matc:h and season record on page 13. 
THE VILLA 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
Spaghetti, Ravioli, Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Gnocchi 
Braclolo 
120 Third Street 
HAPPY CHARLEY'S 
325 E. State St. 
